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ABSTRACT
REAL ENGLISH:

A TRANSLATOR TO ENABLE

NATMAL LAIMUAGE WN-MACHINE "CONVERSATION
Author
Supervisor

Harvey Cautin

-

Morris Rubinoff

This dissertation presents a pragmatic interpreter/translator
called Real English to serve as a natural language man-machine
communication interface in
retrieval system.

a multi-mode on-line information

This multi-mode feature affords the user a

library-like searching tool by giving him access to a dictionary,
lexicon, thesaurus, synonym table, and classification tables
expressing binary relations as well as the document file reprenenting the field of discourse.

The user is thereby allowed a

greater freedom in search strategy.
Real EnGlish will 1) syntactically analyze the user's
message by means of a string analysis grammar to produce a tree
representing the interrelationships of the grammatical entities
comprizing the message, 2) use this tree together with a pragmatic
lramzar to establish the set of commands necessary to fulfill the
request,

and 3) form the proper syntax for each command.

The

strong linguistic foumdation of' the syntax analyzer endows the
system with the power of flexibility.

As experience shows that

certain new structures ocr-ur and should therefore be a part of

the system, they may be incorporated into the system by the
ra.xrar~ian without a major overhaul of the procedurt. to ,date.

The user is

permitted to -phrase hi .

requc;t.

i.,

any Cun-

venient form (i.e. duclarative, imperative, interrogauive, or

fragmented sentence referred to as conversationally dependent
sentences).

Thus instead of placing the uLer it, the difficult

position of learning a new language, the system is given the
responsibility of responding in and to the user's langu,%--c,

i.e.

the man-machine conversation is carried out in a natural laiguage.
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PREFACE

The research represented in this dissertation was carried

out in response to a problem posed by Dr. Morris Rubinoff of
The Moore School of Electrical Engineering of the University of
Pennsylvania.

His long association with the field of information

retrieval has focused his attention on the problem of man-machine
communication in an attempt to provide a library-like environment
which may be readily learned by users.
The work presented by the author is to be incorporated into
the information retrieval system of the Moore School Information
Systems Laboratory.

This system is presently being program;med

for the RCA Spectra 70/46.
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CHAPTER .
I NTRODUCTION

As man's knowledge continues to grow at an increasing rate,
it becomes ever more desirable that persons in need of information
have at their disposal a rapid and accurate method of acquiring
it. A computerized information retrieval system seems to offer
the best chance of achieving this goal.
immediately encountercd.

However, problems are

One important problem is that requests

for information from such systems have to be formed in a language
that the system can 'understand' but which by and large is quite
foreign to the user.

Therefore an intermediary is desirable to

translate the user's request from his own natural language into
the language used by the system. Another important problem is
that turnaround time is something less than ideal in most computer
systems; also, the user generally does not receive the desired
information either because the system loses something in the
translation process or the user himself does not have a good idea
of what he wants nor means for clarifying his ideas,

Fm-thermore,

the system serves only one mode of operation, nanely, a document
file search, thereby limiting the user's search strategy.
What the searcher needs is a library facility built into
the retrieval system in which he can converse with the system
as he would with a librarian and can find out how the library is
organized,

what information can be found, how it

can be found,

and what to do when in trouble with search procedures.

i

-1-

Instcad
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of putting the user into the difficult position of learning a new
language, the system is

given the task of responding in and to the

user's language, i.e. the man-machine conversation is carried out
in a natural language.
To accommodate the different search strategies of many users,
the conventional library generally offers not only the main body
of docwnents but also a thesaurus, diccionary, various indexes,
and/or citation references.

As a step towards this goal in

computerized information systems, this dissertation presents a
pragmatic translator to enable truly natural language man-machine
multi-mode* conversation in an on-line information retrieval system
through a remote teletypewriter console.

The techniques discussed

in this pragmatic translator are collected together under the label
'Real English' and can be incorporated into various types of information systems.

To illustrate these techniques, Real English has

been designed to be used in the environment established by the
Moore School Information Retrieval System.
accomplishes:

Basically, Real English

1) a syntactical analysis (i.e. parse) of the user's

message using a string analysis grammar,

2) use of this parse, and

previous dialogue if necessary, to determine what the user wishes,
and

3) formation of a series of system commands to fulfill the

request.
The structure of a pragmatic interpreter/translator such as
Real English depends upon such environmental factors as:

1) the

linguistic style of the users, i.e. the &ctual grammatical
*

A mode is a variety of conversation associated with a
particular data file.

3.

structures most likely to be used as input to the translLtor, 2)
the actual symbolic commands acceptable to the retrieval system,
and

3) the computer init.ated and directed dialogue occurring as

a result of retrieving the desired information.

The acceptance

of a syntactical structure into the grammar of a syntax analyzer
of a pragmatic translator depends upon the preceeding three
conditions,

whereas the generated list

o? commands which when

executed will fulfill the request depends entirely upon item 2
above.
The formal character of the grammar incorporated into the
syntactical analysis algorithm differs from that of phrase
structured grammars, ire. the structural description obtained
for a given sentence will be different.

It

is possible to go from

one grammar to the other although the mapping is

by no means

trivial.
A well developed syntax analyzer program incorporating a
significant part of English grammar was available to the author.
The structural description provided by this granar seemed well

suited for the consti,,ition of the pragmatic interpreter (e.g. the
recognition of the intormation clauses which usually appear as
complete adjunct st,'ings is accomplished through the occurrence
of specific nodes on the tree).

The basic principles of construc-

ting the pragmatic interpreter would be equally applicable if the
structural description were of tne kind provided by a phrase
structured grammar.
Several systems have been developed over the past decade
that attempt to retrieve information based upon natural language

thtatmtuo

requests
The SIR (Semantic Information Retriever) system demonstrates
a conversational and deductive ability through the use of a model
which represents the semantic content from a variety of subject

[ull

The data base is highly structured inv',ring binary

areas

relations expressed as attribute-value pairs.

SIR recognizes only

a small number of sentence forms, each of whica corretpottds to a
particular relation.

Like Lindsay's SAD SAM system, the data base

for SIR is first generated by input sentences and then later
queried through natural language statements [8)
In the DEACON system, natural language is treated as a formal
language from which a technique developed by Thompson is used to
determine the meaning of sentences in that language [4]
Tnompson's
hypothesis is that "English essentially becomes a formal language
as defined if its subject matter is limited to material whose
interrelationships are specifiable in a limited number of previously structured categories (memory structures)

" [ 17 ]

.

Again, a

highly structured data base is used (ring structures in this case)
for storing the information.
The CUE (C.,mputer Utilize English) system is a document
retrieval system allowing a more varied sentence structure than
the other systems

£9)
9

.

It is one of the few systems that uses a

complete syntactical decomposition as a basis for its interpretation.

The system by Lamson is predicated on the principle

"that syntactic structure can be replaced by a much simple- kind
of structure without a great loss of meaning in many technical

~5.

specialities ".J71.

Similar techniques are used in other systems

to avoid the essential syntactical analysis needed to achieve a
flexible system.
1.1

Backjround
As of 1966, the information retrieval system of the Moore

2chool Information Systems Labo.'atory (MSISL) performed its
man-machine interaction by means of a Symbolic Command Language.
This language was a formal one requiring the proper syntactical
use of left and right parentheses, logical symbols (such as
&

-

anid,

+ - or, t - and not),

and index terms.

Experiments were designed to determine the degree of difficulty
the uninitiated user would have in learning to use this Symbolic
Comand Language oriented system.

These experiments showed that

persons having little exposure to any form of abstract algebra,
logic or programming found the system extremely difficult to

operate.

Based upon these results, it was decided that instead

of putting the user in the difficult position of learning a new
language, the system itself would be given this task.

To test

the feasibility of such a proposal on a small scale, Easy English
was developed as the successor of the Symbolic Command LanV2,131
guage
Easy English, a somewhat restricted but nevertheless
real version of English, allowed the user to have his queries,
which were written in English, translated into the Symbolic

Command Language equivalent at which point the system executed
the request.

II
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The success attending subsequent use at the Moore School
provided the incentive to develop an information retrieval system
with a more sophisticated pragmatic interpreter and translator to
serve as the link between man and machine in a conversationoriented environment.

This new translator, Real English, is

designed to eliminate many drawbacks of Easy English, namely:
1)

Easy English operated only in the search mode,

i.e.

the user could only query the syst.em's data files
which referred to the documents stored.

Through written

requests in English, Real English will give the user
access to definitions with semantic expansion*, a
thesaurus,

synonyms,

and relationships expressed through

classification tables.
2)

Easy English could correctly interpret only those
messages that were written in declarative form;
Real English will handle declarative, interrogative,
and imperative.

3)

The rather crude grammar used in Easy English led to
a system not flexible enough to accommodate significant
changes in the structure of the user's request.

1.2

Real English System
As illustrated in Figure 1, the Real English System consists

of three distinct components:

*

I.

1) syntax analyzer,

2) pragmatic

See Sect on 2.3.3 for an explanation of "semantic expansion".

interpreter, and 3)

command fornatter.

The syntax analyzer requires three inputs:

the grammar, the

word dictionary, and the input sentence; it produces a tree.
grammar is composed of strings and restrictions.

The

A grammar string

consists of definitions of the grammatical entity which the string
represents; a restriction consists of tests to determine whether
or not a particular definition of the string is valid for the sentence being analyzed.

The word dictionary, insofar as the syntax

analyzer is concerned, supplies a category list for each word
the sentence.
word:

_.

This list consists of all the categories of the

e.g. noun, verb, etc.

The syntax analyzer parses the

sentence by constructing a tree (from the string definitions)
whose terminal nodes correspond to the categories of the successive
words of the sentence.
The pragmatic interpreter or command-set generator determines

the actual system commands to be executed in order to fulfill the
request.

In its task, the pragmatic interpreter uses the tree

representation of the sentence developed by the syntax analyzer
tolrether with the pragmatic codes* of the various words of the
sentence from the word dictionary, and the. pragmatic grammar'
i

-

a series of tests upon the tree to determine the commands

nf;''--;Lt,,"' with the given sentence.

'i','afrmatic' codes of a word refer to those codes that are
adcded to a word's dictionary record solelr to aid in interpreting
the intention of the user's message.
'Pragrmatic'
*
refers to the grammar u,;ed to inTerpret the
'intended' meaning of the user's message.

&

The syntax of each generated command is
formatter.

Use is

formed by the command

again made of the word dictionary which also

holds information relating to conjunctions, bibliographic data
(author, editor, etc.),

1.3

and other considerations explained below.

Contributions
For the first time, a user of an on-line retrieval system

will be able to communicate with a multi-mode system by means of
a natural language thereby allowing greater freedom of search
strategy.

For example,

consider a user who may have only a vague

idea of his needs in the form of a list
terms).

of topic areas (i.e.

index

This user may proceed along several paths in his quest

for information:
1)

he may extract from a thesaurus terms related to his
index set in an effort to narrow or broaden his
search area and then query the document file with
this newly created list.

2)

he may immediately search the file and from the
results of this initial search refine his index
set for subsequent searches.

3)

he may initially search the file using this set of
index terms and'from the results continue searching
from a different path (such as by author or publisher).

4)

choosing any of the above paths, he may encounter terms
which are unfamiliar to him.

In

such a case, he may

request clarification in the form of a definition or
example.

9.

It is to be noted that in the above four search strategies,

different modes of system operation are involved:
1)

Search mode:

the user actually queries the document

file for relevant documents pertaining to his needs.
2)

Dictionary mode:

clarification of uncommon terms by

definition or example.

3)

Synonym mode:

4)

Relational mode:
are found.

sy-nonyms are supplied for stated terms.

i

terms related to a given list of terms

The relation itself may be varied (e.g.

whole-part, generic-specific, noun-modifier).
The burden of determining which mode is desired by the user
and also the particular command within that mode to be used falls
upon the system and is a function of Real English.

i
I

I
|

In this way,

the system becomes a library readily accessible through a remote
console typewriter.
Also, for the first time, an information retrieval system
will be able to use previous dialogue as an aid in resolving

ambiguities.

-

Consider the following examples.

Example 1:

I
Yx.A

Message 1:

Message 2:

Mr. B

Give me anything

What is the meaning

written about radar,

of radar?

How about sonar?

How about sonar?

Notice that in both cases, the second message is syntactically
identical.

However, due to the dialogue involved Mr. A will

receive information from the documents stored in the file dealing

10.

with sonar whereas Mr.

B will receive the definition of sonar.

Example 2:

Message 1:

I want all the papers on cosmic radiation
a-ter 1965.

Message 2:

Who wrote them?

Once again, a follow-up request is based on a previcas
message and as such the user would receive the authors of all
the papers selected by the first message.
In addition, a rather extensive grammar has been altered to
meet the special requirements of an on-line information retrieval
system.

The environment existing with such a system inherently

limits the grammatical structures likely to occur.
i)

For example:

Subjects are likely to be pronouns (e.g. I, You) or
index terms (e.g. Jones, Association for Computing
Machinery).

2)

Verbs are those that occur in requests of various
kinds (e.g. like, want, give).

3)

Objects are most likely to be simple noun or pronoun
phrases whose adjuncts are either verbal phrases,
prepositional phrases,

THAT - clauses,

or adjectival

phrases.
4)

Strings representing index term sequences (e.g. cosmic
radiation, the theory of beat transfer) must be added
to the grn-m.ar.

5)

Incomplete sentences (e.g. Papers by Smith; How about
sonar?; Cosmic radiation) must be made acceptable to
the grazmmr.

6)

Conjunctions are limited as to the elements they may

join.

In addition,

index terms are more casily associa-

ted with the proper sector designator code when they
occur as part of a common subtree Joining the same node
representing the sector designator.
The strong linguistic basis for the syntactical analysis
endows the system with the power of flexibility.

As experience

shows that certain uew structures frequently occur and should
therefore be a part of the system, they may be incorporated into
the system without a major overhaul of the existing procedures.
Also,

as more commands are added to the symbolic comuads of the

system, the syntax analyzer provides the keys to determining the

various pragmatic codes to be used.
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CHAPTIER 2
ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS

INFLUENCING THE PRAG4ATIC INTERPRETER

2.1

Introduction

Inasmuch as Real English serves as a link between the user and
the system, it must take into account the behavioral characteristics of each.

To understand the user's messages, the system must

have a knowledge of what the user is likely to say and also how
the system is to respond, i.e. which symbolic commands are to be
executed.
2.2

Syntactical Structure
In order to get a feeling for the syntactical structures

likely to be used by searchers, various people both inside and
outside the University community were asked to prepare written
requests for information that they considered to be normally
found in a library.

Based upon these requests (approximately 100)

and their stylistic variations,

a grammar was developed.

In order

to test this initial grammar, both oral and written experiments
were performed.

Both experiments were designed to simulate a man-machine
dialogue.

In the oral experiment, this dialogue was performed

via telephone conversation whereas in the written experiment it
was carried out through teletypewriter communication.
The purpose of the experiments was to learn how the user
phrases his requests and not whether he actually retrieves any

-
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information from his requests.

In order to avoid giving the

subject any hint as to how a request could be phrased and thus

not bias his own natural approach, a bibliography compilation was
Such a test involved very little additional explanation on

used.

the part of the experimenter.[15,16 )
The requests obtained from the experiment were tested in the
initial grammar and pragmatic interpretor and were found to be
eighty percent acceptable.

Some sample requests from the experi-

ments are found in Appendix A.
System Commands

2.3

The commands of the system may be divided into groups,
modes,

depending on the particular data base(s)

execution.
of commands.

or

involved in their

Within each mode of operation there may be any number
The present breakdown of commands follows.

Each

command's syntax consists of the command's name followed by its
specification part.
2.3.1

Search Mode
The search mode makes use of the document and inverted files.

The document file contains the bibliographic and subject material
relevant to each document in the system.

The inverted file lists

for each significant word (i.e. index item) in each of the
various sections (e.g. author, title, abstract, etc.) of a
document, all the document numbers having this particular index
item in the given section of the document.

The inverted file is

used to form a list of accession numbers satisfying a criterion

based upon index terms.
more index items.)

(An index term is a sequence of one or

The document file is used to supply the

various bibliographic and subject matter information pertaining
to the set of documents supplied by or to the user [ I O

.

The

commands of thr search mode follow.
NU4BER
The NUMBER command will produce an internal list of accession
numbers satisfying the command's criterion of a logical construction of informational clauses.

Each informational clause consists

of one index term or a logical combination'of index terma preceded
by a sector designator.

The sector designator indicates the

particular section of the document being referenced.

The user

receives the number of references in this internal list, called
the Document List.

The sector designators are listed below.

AUTH - indicates author section
DATE - indicates date section

TITL - indicates title section
EDIT - indicates editor section
ISSR - indicates issuer section
DESC - indicates subject content section
JOUR - indicates journal section
The informational clauses may be combined by the logical
symbols + (inclusive or), & (and), and t (and not).

This is also

true of index terms within any one informational clause.

Paren-

theses serve the usual purpose of resolving ambiguities by establishing the desired logical constriction.
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-;xample:
i)

wtMER (ATH SMITH + DESC RADAR & SONAR) X DATE 1967
tny document that was both
1)

written in 1967, and

2)

either
i)
ii)

written by Smith, or
pertaining to radar and sonar

will be selerted by this request.

The user receives the number

of such documents selected.
COMBINE
The CCMBINE comnand performs a combinatorial search of the
inverted file based on the informational clauses appearing in
the command's specification part.

Each information clause may

contain only one index term as no logical symbols are used in
this command.

(/).

The informational clauses are separated by slashes

For each i, i = 1 to n where n is the number of index terms,

the user receives the number of documents indexed by exactly i of
the n index terms.

As an example consider:
COMBINE
(Note:

AUrH SMITH/ DESC RADAR/ SONAR/ DATE 1967
SONAR will be regarded as having the sector designator
DtSC.3

The user will receive information as listed below.

x

documents retrieved indexed by exactly 4 of the terms.

y

documents retrieved indexed by ex4:tV 3 of the terms.

z

documents retrieved indexed by exactly 2 of the terms.

documents retrieved indexed by exactly 1 of the terms.

w

It is possible to limit the output to those lines 4esired.
This is done by a range ,specifier placed immediately after the
command name.

The range specifier is part of the e-

fication

part.
The range specifier consists of line specifier expressions
joined by an A (representing the logical 'and') or 0 (representing
the logical inclusive 'or'). A line specifier expression consists
of quantifiers followed by number m, where m % n.

The quantifiers

are:
G - greater than
L - less than
E - equal to
LE

-

less than or equal to

GE - greater than or equal to
The entire ranGe specifier is enclosed in parentheses.
As e-.:ampJes consider:

1)

(GL2AL4)
The user has limited the output to those documents indexed

by exactly 2 or 3 of the command's index terms.

;.) (203)
The user gets the sam

.

results as in 1.

3)

.
The user receives the information about the documents indexed

ty exactly 1,2,3 Lrd 4 of the given index terms.

iS.

As an example of a complete COMBINE command, consider

COSCB

(GE 3)

AU1H SKET/

DESC RADAR/ SONAR/ DATE 1967

The user receives:

x

documents retrieved indexed by exactly 4 of the terms.

y

documents retrieved indexed by exactly 3 of the terms.

FORM
The NUMBER and CC BINE commands discussed above form lists
of document numbers.

Further dialogue determines the particular

sections of each document desired by the user.

The lists so

formed were based on the index terms appearing in the specification part of the command.
The FORM command forms a list of accession numbers from
those that appear in the specification part.

Any number (a i)

of accession numbers, separated from each other by a comma,

can

comprise the specification part.
Example
FORM

2,1763,576

Bibliographic Commands

Each section of a document has its own corresponding command
so as to enable that piece of information to be extracted from
each document listed in the Document List.

Each of the following

commands will return to the user the indicated information for
each document in the Document List.

TITL
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DAT:
ED]T
ISSR
JOUR
DESC
In addition, DFSC/BIBLIO and DESC/ALL will return, respectively
all the bibliographic information and all the informatiecn of each
document in the Document List.
Thesaurus Mode

2.3.2

The Thesaurus Mode commands make reference to the lexicon
file which is an alphabetical listing of all words relevant to

the field of discourse of the information retrieval system.
a and $ are strings of letters.

all the following commands,
THS/

-

In

Returns to the user a given number of lexicon words,

each beginning with the letter string a, as in*
THES/X
THES/BF

-

-

Returns to the user a given number of lexicon words
alphabetically before the lezter string o, as in
TIHES/BF

THES/A-

Returns to the user a given number of lexicon words

alphabetically after the letter string a,
THES/AF
THSA-

as in

o

Returns to the user a given number of lexicon words

alphabetically surrounding the letter string a, as in
TfES/AR

*

a

The actual number of words retrieved is established by the
system administrator.
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THES/BT

-

Returns to the user a given number of lexicon words
alphabetically between a and P, as in

THs/B'r

oi

These commands will accept any number of &'s
commas.

(The THES/BT command will accept any number of pairs of

letter strings.)

Examples are:

TH ES /X

YI

TH5/ BT
2.3.3

separated by

t , t -A3

all
0 ,0( 2 2

Define Mode
Execution of the commands in this mode makes use of the

DEFINE file whose records consist of a definition and several
levels of semantic expansion for each word of the file.
expansion is

Semantic

a tool to provide explanations and illustrations at

several levels of detail which serve to instruct the searcher on
the meanings of words and their use in the system.

The definition

of the unknown term may be considered first-level expansion.

Further levels of expansion would be successively a one paragraph
description,

an example,

and finally a fully detailed Illustration.

See Appendix B for an example of semantic expansion.
The specification part includes a level specifier and a series

of words separated by commas.

The level specifier is a series of

level numbers separated by commas and enci-osed in parentheses.
The level numbers refer to the level of expansion desired for each
word listed.

If the level specifier is omitted, the desired level

is assumed to be one.
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DEFINE (1,2)

RA±)AR

This command will return the first two levels of semantic
expansion of the word 'RADAR' to the user.
Relation Mode

2.3.4

The commands of the Relation Mode make use of binary
relations stored in the Relation Mbde File.

These relations may

be generic-specific, noun-modifier, whole-part, word-words of
its definition.

Only the generic-specific is used in this system.

RELATION Command
The specification part contains a series of words separated
by commas preceded by a relation specifier which is a series of
numbers each separated by a conm

and enclose4 in parentheses.

The numbers of the relation specifier indicate the particular
relations defined for esch word listed.
Example:
RELATION (8) AUNMOBTLE
Assuming 8 indicates the relation 'is generic to', the execution
of this command would give the user all terms generic to automobile.

The absence of the relation specifier would indicate

that all relatiens be applied to the list of words.
2.4

System-Directed Dialogue
It is to be recalled that the execution of the NU13ER and

COMBINE commands of the search mode result in an internal list
of accession numbers being formed and the user being informed of
the number of documents so listea.

If these commands are not

22.

followed by a bibliographic commnd, the xystem initiates a
cemputer-directed search to ascertain which sections of these
documents is

of concern to the user.

Note that the user, with

Real English, has the choice of bypassing this dialogue by
specifying the desired sections in his request.

This dialogue

makes the user aware of the various sections of the documents.
It also influences the grammar of the system since it also has
the purpose of limiting the user's messages by eliminating a call
to the ECPLMN mode in tz,

event the user would not know what to

do after he got the number of references satisfying his initial
NBER or CO MINE command.

CHAPTO 3
ST1U

CAL

YSIS

The syntactical decomposition of the xweri'messge4
formed by means of string analysis.

is per.

This analysis characterizes

the sentences of a language as consisting of one elementary
sentence (its center), plus zero or more elementary adjuncts,
i.e. word-sequences of particular structures which are not them.
selves sentences and which are adjoined immediately to the right
or left of an elementary sentence or adjunct, or of a stated
segment of an elementary se-atence or adjunct, or of any one of
these with adJwicts adjoired to it

[61
*

An elementary sentence or

adjunct is a string of vords, the words (or particular sequences
of them) being its successive segments.
The particular syntactical analysis performed in the Real
English system is based upon one that ws

initially developed at

the University of Pennsylvania under the direction of Professor
Z. Harris and continued at New York Uthiversity by Dr. N. Sagor.
This gramatical analysis consists of three separate programs
a

-

the program to generate the word dictionary records

b

-

the program to generate the grammr records

c

-

the program which analyzes sentences using the word
dictionary, grammar, and input sentence as inputs

The grammar is composed of strings and restrictions.

A

grammar string consists of definitions of the grammatical entity
vhich the string represents; a restriction consists of tests to
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determine whether or not a particular definition of the string is
valid for the sentence being analyzed.

The word dictionary supplies

for each word in the dictionary.

a category list

sists of all the categories of the word:

This list

con-

e.g. noun, verb,

etc.

The sentence analyzer parses a sentence by constructing a tree
(from the string definitions) whose terminal nodes correspond to
the categories of the successive words of the sentence.
In the context used here the syntactical analysis is
end in itself

as it

to an end; i.e.
sentence is

is

not an

at N.Y.U. under Dr. Sager, but only a means

the tree produced to represent the parse of the

used by the system to determine the necessary system
the user's request,

commands to be executed to fulfill

and to

form the proper syntax for each such command.
Because of the different environment in which the parser is
to be used in the Real English system, several changes in the

N.Y.U. grammar were carried out.

The N.Y.U.

sophisticated as to the type of sentences it
lyze.

grammar is

highly

can properly ana-

This degree of sophistication was unwarranted in the

present application because the linguistic structures likely to
be encountered were restricted by the environment in which the
grammar is

used.

In addition,

certain sentence, structures that

are likely to occur in the Real English system (e.g. the conversationally-dependent sentences diocussed in Section 4.2.4) are
excluded in the original grammar.
grammar is
itself

Because the Real English

written so as to produce a parse that would lend

to relatively easy interpretation,

the restrictions used

'I
in the treatment of conjunctions, adjuncts, and objects have been
changed.

In addition, restrictions were added to aid in the proper

alignment of index terms with their associated grammar string.
The pragmatic interpreter which tests' that certain conditions
prevail with respect to the tree, has been incorporated into the
system as grammar restrictions.

The logic involved in the prag-

matic interpreter involves procedures to scan the tree, grammar,
or sentence list.

These procedures have already been, for the

most part, established for use by the syntactical analyzer,

so

that coding the pragmatic interpreter in the form of a restriction
list

which will call upon these established routines will result

in magnetic core memory efficiency.

In addition, the grammarian

may easily change this logic without altering any of the established programs.

3.1

Word Dictionary
The words are arranged in the dictionary as follows:

1) a word is placed into one of fourteen groups, i.e. Group I
contains words of one or two characters,
of three or four characters,

Group 2 contains words

etc., 2) within each group the words

are put into lexigraphical order according to their numerical

representation as individual characters.
category assignments C1 or C2 or ...

A word W has a set of

or Cn, where each Ci

corres-

ponds to a part of speech, a particular word, or to a special
condition.
grammar.

Ci is the same as the name of an atomic string in the
The Ci's form a category list C.

a set of subcategories.

Each category may have

Therefore C consists of LIC 1 or

26.

L2 C2 or

...

or LC

where L is

is

let
s

3.2

Gramar Strings

CI and C1 2 and

...

and Cim.

of properties of W for the C1 category.

A grammar string S is defined to be S1 or S2 or
The Si lr
Sl

A

L

The Si's are defined to be

are called the options of S.
S 1 2 and ...

and Sim.

or Sn

...

The Sij's are the elements of the

ith option and are themselves grammar strings like S.

Therefore,

we have a system of strings composed of other strings.

However,

the system is not infinite.

The process ends with atomic strings.

An atomic string is a symbol which is not composed of any other
string; it corresponds to a word category whereas the non-atomic
string represents a broader grammatical entity.
To allow for a more refined and compact gramoar, restrictions
were added to the options of a string.
of S is actually R

1

or R2 S2 or ...

The complete definition

or RnCn, where Ri is a series

of tests to be performed upon the sentence or tree.

If Rl fails,

then Si is not a proper choice for S.

The strings are represented in the machine as lists.

The

first word in the list of a string S is the head of S which contains its code name S and certain properties of S.

The second

word points to RSI, the first option of S and its restriction.
In general the (n+l) s t' word of S points to RnSn, the nth option
and its restriction.
each option Si is
has no head.

The options are also lists.

The list of

similar to the list of a string except that it

The first word of S i points to the head of Sil, the

first element of the ith option of string S.

In general the nth

!
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1ford of Si points to the hea- of Sin, the nth element of Si .
There is a slight difference in atomic strings.

The head of the

atomic string has an atomic signal and the string is composed of
only a head.
3.3

The Tree
The tree is constructed by the analyzer program from the

grammar strings.

It is actually a record of the options and their

elements which the program has chosen from the definitions of the
strings.
Each unit of the tree is called a node and corresponds to an
element of an option.
memory.

The node N takes up eight half-words in

N consists mainly of pointers:

an "UP" or "LEFT" pointer,

a "DOWN" pointer and a "RIGHT" pointer which point respectively to
the node above or to the left of N, to the node below N and to the
node to the right of N.

N also ham a "GRA.4AR" pointer whose

function will be explained later.
Suppose the program has just attached a node NS corresponding
to a string S and must now look at the definition of S and choose
an option from it. Suppose the option Si (which consists of
-

elements SilSi25,.. , Sim) is the correct choice for S.
N~ilNi2,..

Nodes

NSm will be attached to the tree in the following

maner:
1) NS will have a "DOWN" pointer to NSil,
2)

NS, will have an "UP" pointer to NS and a "RIGHT"
pointer to NSi 2 .

3)

NSi2 will have a "LEFT" pointer to NSil and a "RIGHT"
pointer to NSi 3 .

13--
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will have a "LEFT' pointer to NSi(m-l) but no

4) Ni

"RIGHT" pointer.
5)

Each node will have a "GR.4.kR" pointer to set up the
correspondence between NSij a.d:
a) Si,

i.e. the name of the corresponding string

b) its place in the definition of S, i.e. it occupies
th
the ij
position in the definition of the parent
node of S.
If we draw the tree starting from S,

The part

f tb

tree under NS is

it will look like:

called the substructure of N5.

NSiI through Wim are all one level belvw NS; hence, IS is theiiparent(node).

NS1

,

however, is the only node directly below NS.

The node structure via the position and granrar pointers shows
the particular option of S chosen during the analysis.

The con-

text in which S was choren can be ascertained by looking at the
parent node of S.

If in the course of building the tree it

found that the particular option used fc-

wore

S is incorrect, the

tree would point (via the grammar pointer) to the place in the
granmmar w,,,.re the choice was made.

This would enable another

option for S to be chosen and a different substructure for NS
to be constructed,

Le9.

Since each N"ij corresponds to a string, it will in greral
have a substructure similar to that of NS shown above.
if

Hovever.

Sij is atomic It rannot have such a substructure since it

symbol and does aot consist of strings.
of speech, and the current word W must
Sij.

It corresponds to a part
ave. a category matching

If W does, then NSij is complete, aid it

analysis of W.

is e

corresponds to the

If theie is no match, the chol,:e was incorrect

and a different substructure mould have to be b-ailt for S, the
parent node.

When the tree is complete for a aentence,

it means

-I.Il the branches %re complete and all the words of a sentence
:orrespond to rome atomic node of the tree via the matchLng process.

Thus, the ';ree represents a parse of the sentence.
The RestrictJ.onn

3.4

A re trlction "s a series of routines with their arguments
"

Th

o-erecc -n ine vrse or any of the lists (gramnar,

dictionpay, or u-:nt"nce lists).

Th

restrictions are part of the

grammar atd therefore deterniied by the gramnarians.
these routir.e* the Lree or 'ist
different properties,

c.g.

word

By means of

structure may be examined for

flilformedness of substructures.

restriction is itself reorerented in the machine as a list.

A
Bach

.outine in the re.triction is executed in order; if any routine
in the list fails the restriction fails.
To give some idea of the versatility of the routines which
m.skc up the restrictAons, they are listed below according to
their group

dcntiflcation.

Fo ' more details about any particular

routine, refe' to Appendix C.
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1) Major Routines

-

A restric',ion list composed of these

routines is the restriction R1 fcund on the option S i

of string S.
WELLF, SUBJE, VERBR, MARK, DSqF,
SPECF, CHECF
2)

Logical Routines - These routines perform logical tests
or operations upon other restriction lists.
TRUE. AND,

OR. IMPLY, CANDO, PDT, CCHMI,

ORPT{, ITER, EXPNT

3)

Climbing Routines

-

These routines move around the tree

or a list.
UPONE, UPTRW, UPIr,

LEFT, RIGHT, DOWN1,

DOWN, VDWMO, DNTRN, DNRIT, NKCTM,
A1TR,
I)

PIVL,

IWTOL

Property Routines - These routines test certain
properties of the tree, list or sentence.
NOATI4, D4UTY,

ISIT, ATTr,

FIND, PARSE,

WORDL, SENTL, RARE, REP
5)

Tree to List Rout lies - These routines use the tree to
get to a list.
FRSTL, LASTL, INTOL, EXEC, ATTRB,

6)

MMCTL

List Producing Routines - These routines work on the
tree or a list to produce another list.
GENER, EDIT, SPCFY, SCOPE

7)

Register Routines - These routines use certain "registers"
to save and restore nodea or list words.
STORE, LOOKT
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8)

Pragmatic Routines

-

These routines have been added to

the original analyzer system to aid in the pragmatic
interpretation of the sentence.
BITIN, BITT,
SET,
3.5

FETCH, FILLIN, NEXTAT,

PLC

TSET

Cross-Reference Table
Since each grammar record is independent of the others the

strings must be linked by a common linkage table, called the
cross-reference table.
corm-

Each string must have its name in the

cross-reference table so that it

other strings.

It is

can be referenced by

also advantageous to have independent

records for restrictions or lists that are used frequently.

If

the name of a restriction or list is placed in the cross-reference
table, a separate grnm3ar record may be set up for it

and may

be referenced by any other record.
3.6

Examples of G.,amAr Record, Word Record and Parse
As an illustration of a grammar record consider that of COB

shown in Figure 2.
distinct fields:
respectively.

Each entry in the record is made up of three
location, operation, and variable field,

The DEFIN in the operation field indicates that

the options for the gramatical entity named in the location field
are expressed in the variable field.

The PATH entries indicate

that the location field names a restriction list made up of the
roitines with their arguments that appear in the variable fi-ld.
The various otions are enclosed in parenthesis.
option, the elements are separated by commam.

Within each

Therefo-e there ire
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four options for the center string, COB.

These are, respectively,

Cl - the declarative string, COD - the question strings, C3 - the
imperative string, and
r

Each of the first

C4 - the conversationally dependent strings.

three options has a restriction.

If

the function

of each rou~ine of each restriction list

were gotten from Appendix

C, it

CO.lO checks that in

will be seen that restriction list

order to try the declarative option (Ci) there must be no question

mark in the sentence; restriction list 00.3 checks that in order
to try the question strings (COD)

there must be a question mark in

the sentence; and finally restriction list CO.20 checks that in
order to try the imperative string (03) there must not be a question mark in the sentence and furthermore there must be an
untensed verb mark (A30) on the main category list of some word
of the sentence.

For a correspondence between the symbolism expressed in
Section 3.2 and the above exwple, note:
81 = (C1)

H1 = CO.1O

s2 = (COD)

R2= CO.3

83 - (c3)

R3 = CO.20

s=(cl+)
8

0

also,

8l1 = Cl, 621 - COD, S 31 = C3, S41l

c4

The word dictionary rec. rd of written will serve to illustrate
the discussion of Section 3.1.

Considering Figure 3, the main

category list of written contains onre element, A32 - past parti-

ciple (or Ven category'.

Tfne sublist of A32 contains subcateiory

33.

CENTER STRINGS

*COB

COB

DEFIN

((C0.10,(Cl),CO.3,(COD),co.2,(03),(Cl&)),T

C0.10

PATH

((DSWL((CO1oe,$Xl))))

Colol

PATH

((WORDL)(ITER(CO1o4,RE~m)))

C0102

PAT

((NO'r(CO1ol)))

CO.3

PATH

((DSQX.F((CO1oi,$x2))))

CO.20

PATH

((DSQI.F((COl2,$l)(CO2ol,$X3))))

C0201

PATH

((WORDL) (TTR(CO2o2 ,RNEc'rL)))

C0202

PATH

((INTOL(CISSL(A3o)))

00104

PATH

((INML(CLSL(A49)))

EMD

COB

Figure

34.

WORD

WRM~EN

LISTIS

(.1,A32)

.1

LISTIS

(.2,BO,.3,PO,BVC)

.2

DXFOBJ

((B2))

.3

DEFOBJ

((A60))

EMD

WRITTEN

Figure

3
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information about the wrd

as

a past participle, e.g. the active

objects (sublist of DO) are expressed through the (B)

option,

the passive objects (sublist of PO) are expressed through the
(A60) option, and in addition the BVC symbol indicates that
written is

a bibliographic verb, i.e.

the verb can be used to

indicate an index term's bibliographic status.

Note that since

no verb can take all the possible object strings in the English
language,

those object strings that are permissible are listed in

the verb's word dictionary record so as to lover the parse time.
Consider the parse shown in Figure 4.

The nodes represent

grammatical entities as described in Figure 5.
that the particular option chosen for a

It

string ma

can be seen
be obtained

by looking at the nodes one level below the node in question.
For example,

the option chosen for Cl is

(B2lhBl,B2lCA,B21,BO,

M3,B21).
From the parse it
1)

can be seen that:,

the user's message was a declarative statement as the
COB (center string) string has the Cl option.

The C1

as seen from Figure 5 is the declarative string.
2)

the subject of the sentence (the Bl node) i. a pronoun
am is seen by the A21.

3) the verb of the sentence (the CIA node) is a tensed
verb.
I.) the object of the verb is

the pronoun string:

'anything written about radar'.
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*

CO
COB

COC

cl

A48

B4

B31

B43

BO

CA

B

z190

A60

H

A21
A31

B14
Wnt

B41

A21
C132

l

B

J399

139

,B32
A32
written

A60

B43
A60

A24 ._

A60

BSA
radar
Parse of:

rihng

about radar.
written
Vlt

Figure 14

I
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SYMDL

3TRIN

A21

Pronoun

A214

Preposition

A31

Tensed verb

A32

Past paticiple form of verb

A48

Period

A60

Empty string.

NGMM

Not all the elements of an ,ption

are required to correspond to some words of the
sentence.

When a sentence oceurs in vhich these

elements do not have any correspondence with words
of the sentence, they are satisfied by the

ety

string.

A100

Index Item

BO

Obj ect string

BI

Subject string

B2

Noun strings as object

B4

Pronoun string

BS

Index term sequence with right ad uncts

B21

Sentence adJuncts

B31

Tensed verb with edjuncts

B32

Past participle with adjuncts

B4I

Rigbt adjunct of noun phrase

BW

Right ajunct of auxiliary words (e.g. may, can,

would)
B43

Right adjnmct of Ymrb
Figure 5

-
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Figure 5 (Con't.):
NAME

BSTRING
A63

Left adj nct of verb

B66

Left adjumct of preposition

369

Left

B90

Active object strings

B99

Passive object strir

CO

Superstring - the root of every tree

COA

Introducer

COB

Center string

COC

End mark

Cl

Declarative

C2

Yes-no question string

C3

Imperative

C4

Conversationally-dependent

(20

Prepositional phrases

CIA

Verb

C13

Ven plus passive object

H5A

Index item

B5B

Index term

dlunct of pronoum

gu

sentences
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Note the choice that was made as to the placement of 'about
radar'.

It appears as a prepositional phrase (C20) acting as a

right adjunct (B43) of the verb 'written'.

It might be argued

that this prepositional phrase should be the passive object of
'written' or placed with the post-object B43.

The decision is

based upon interpretation ease and will be further explained later.
3.7

Grammatical Considerations
In the Real English system the parse produced by ;he syntax

analyzer is not the end result but only the starting point in the
pragmatic interpretation of the user's message.
by the parser is written with this in mind.

The grammar used

When a choice can be

made concerning, for example, the placement of adjuncts, the
decision is based upon the resulting ease of interpretation and
consistency with the remainder of the system.

As will be seen in

Chapter 4, wherevw- practical the pragmatic interpretor treats
the user's message as if it

wire of the form "I want

...

The

missing part is filled in with what is called the ultimate object
of the sentence.

This ultimate object may be viewed as the

starting point in the sentence of the informative material.

In

making this transformation, care must be taken so that the
ultimate object appears in the parse as an object.
The discussion to follow, which deals with various considerationis in developing the grammar, finds most of its applicability
in the search mode of operation as the examples will illustrate.
It is to be noted, at thP,; time, that search mode queries may

be looked upon as a series of clauses each of which references a
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bibliographic piece of data.

The grammar will cause the parser

to produce a tree that clearly shows these inhere!nt

eferences.

Each such clause will contain index terms of some kind together
with a distinguishing verb to determine the type of index term
(i.e. author, title, etc.).

'Aspectual' Verbs

3.7.1

Aspectuals,

for example,

want, wish, desire,

lie,

have the

property of taking another verbal phrase as object and then

having this verb contain an object that could have been the
In other words, the aspectuals act

object of the aspectual verb.

as meta-verbs of the lower level verb that contains an object
common to both verbs.

If this second verb is itself an aspectual,

the process could repeat.

The final object of this sequence could

be substituted into the message "I

want

...

",

and then treated

insofar as the interpretation is concerned, as the original message.

This final object referred to above is the 'ultimate object'

of the sentence.

Note that the ultimate object has brought into

focus that part of the sentence containing the informative
material as far as command recognition is
indeed the ultimate object is

concerned,

an object string.

and that

Each aspectual

has a list (ultimate object list) of object strings that could
cause it

to behave aspectua.lly.

The verb comprising this object

string must have the proper subcategory necessary to accept
the string as an intervening object string.

41i.

Co

Bi

I wuld

like

i BT

to

B2
have

A

anythin

C32

vritten

C20
A214

B32

135A

Parse of:

'I would like to have anything writt

Figure 6

)v'rrt.diir.'
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As an example, consider "I would like to have anything
written on radar".

The parse of this sentence shown in Figure 6

reveals that the object of like is the C130 string 'to have ...
It ha', pens that indeed. C130 is on the ultimate ooject list of
like %nd also that have is an acceptable verb for C130 to act as
an intervening object string.

The object of have, B2, is not on

the ultimate object list of have and as such is the ultimate
object of the sentence.
3.7.2

Omission
Consider:

"What has Jones written on radar?"

This message

is syntactically divided into the word what and the C2 (yes-no
question) string with a missing (or omitted) noun as indicated by
the A61 node as the object of written (see Figure 7).

This inner

C2 string with omission may be derived from 'Has Jones written N
on radar?', where what replaccs N.

In any event, a trnsformation

on this C2 string will transform the Civen sentence into the
desired form of 'I want (ultimate object)'.

In the case o

the

original sentence, the ultimate object is '(omission) on radar'.
Therefore the pragmatic iniorpretor would consider the given
sentence as 'I want N on radar'.

The apparently lost information

expressed by 'has Jones written' is acknowledged by recognizing
Jones as an author (this recognition process will be explained in
Chapter 4) and storing this information prior to the start of the

*

The N represents a noun or pronoun phrase.

CO

COB

coc

COD

A49

CS.-

A83

2
BI

C2A
B31

BS

A,31

BSB
BSA

BO
B90

C131
B32

A100
A32
Jones
w-ritten

B
9
B9
A611

2LB2
C ?o
A21
B5B
B5A

radazr
Parae of:

'What has Jones written on radr?'
Figure 7

pragmatic interpretation based upon

'I

want N on radar'.

Note that the parse did separate the two informative clauses,
namely, 'has Jones written' and 'on rdar' instead of treating
the prep-sitional phrase 'on radar' as a right adjunct of written
az wars done in Figure 4. The problem of establishing the correct
division among informational clauses of a sentence and having the
proper node used as the ultimate object is handled by the joint
grnamar definitions and restrictions of the right adjuncts of
verbs, (i.e., B43), and the omission option of the object noun
strings (B2).
Refer to

A few examples will help illustrate the principles.

Figures 8-12 for the respective parse of sentences

1-5

below.
1) What do you have written on radar or sonar?
2)

Give me something that har been written by Jones on
radar or sonar.

3)

Give me something thrt jones has written on radar
or sonar.

)

5)

want all the papers you have on radar or sonar.
What have you on radar or sonari

Sentence 1 is derived from 'Do you have anything written on radar
or sonar? ' and as such have should have an omitted object whose
right adjunct is

'written on radar or sonar'.

Comparing

sentences 2 and 3, one notes that both have two informational.
clauses the second of which is identical.
*

The first informational

The praGmatic interpretor considers the noun of N as indicative
of no particular system file. Thereforl N may be replaced by
anthin or something.

CO
COB

COC

COD

A149

?

C5

A83

C2

What

C2A
B31
A31
do

BO

PI
B4

B90

A21

C136

pu

B3
A30
Mve

-

BO

9C)
B2

B_12

A61
C132
B32,

B143

A32
written C20,

A24

,B2

about
BSW

A52
BSA
A100

radar

Parse of:

I

or£

82

A60

,
85
B
BB
11SA

sonar
'What do you have written about radar
or sonar?'
Figure 8
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CO

cOC

COB

c

C3
B30
A30

BO
B90

Give C119j
B2
B4'

B4I

A21
me

A21
something

B41
c69

c69A
A69

that

-

cl

131

ClA

A61.

-BO'

.4
A31.

C1.31
B32
A32

BO
1

300

been
C132
B32

A32

--- ;43

written
(con't. on next
page)
Parse of:

'Give me something that

has been written by Jones on radar or
:Jonar.v

Figure 9

4g7.

-I.'Lre 9 (can't.):

4LB
B2

A2

BSB
BSA

Jones

B41.
C20

on

B
A1001

radar

or

I
A100
s onar
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COB

COC

C3

A48

B30

BO

A30

B90
CU19

Give

me

B2

B2

B4
A21

B.4
Bh1

A21A21

C69

soMething

C69A

A69
that

Cl

A69 B1
131

CiA

BO

B5

B31,

B90

B5B

A31

C131

BSA

has

A100

Jones

B32
A32
written

BO
B90

1B2
A61

i

B il2l

A61
(ot.C20
(con't. on next
page)
Parse of:
'Give me something that Jones has written on radar or sonar.,

Figure 10

Figure 10 (cor't.):

9

A525
A100
radar

B
A
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COB

COC

ciA48
CiA

BI

I

BO

B4

B31

1390

A21

A31

B2

want

B17
C91
B61

B41

c61

_B61A

C70

B23

A20

B23B

B23C

Di

A13

B~4 IB314

B90

A21

B2

B4
-

A4

A60
nah

the paesp

Cl
CIA

BO

A31,

have

A6"

41

paperC20

(con't. on n
page)

Parse of:

'I want all the papers you have on radar or sonar.'

Figure 11

Figure U(con't.);

A24 4

2
M2

B5
B5 B

131

QI.

T

B5

A.522
MSA

A60
AIM3

raar

or

BSB
BSA
A3.00

sonar

r)2.

CO
COB

(C)C

COD

A49

7

~C5

A83
What

1

c5B

CBA

BO

B31

B4

A31

A21

have

B9O
SB2

J

y

B41

A61
C20
B2

A24&

iO

B
radar

B21

52QA
-- A60
orB5A

sonar

Parse of'1

'Wat have ywu on radar or -ona-.I
Figure

12
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clause of each sentence is a C69 (i.e. THAT + Cl with an omitted
noun).

In sentence 2, the verbal construction is passive and as

such the index term follows the verb.
phrase (C20),

'by Tones',

Therefore the prepositional

is associated with 'written'.

In sen-

tence 3, the verbal construction is active and as such the index
terms, if

any, precede the verb.

Therefore the prepositional

phrase 'on radar' is not associated with written but instead forms
its own informational clause.

Sentence 4 has a C70 (Cl with an

omitted noun) as a right adjunct of papers.
from the complete Cl:

This C70 is derived

'you have something on radar or sonar'.

Therefore the object of have in again the omitted noun with 'on
radar or sonar'

as its adjunct.

Sentence S is similar to the

first sentence in that the object of have is the omitted noun.
Lit-el bclow are the restrictions on B43 and the omitted
ontion of T42 thaf

il- M),-e divisiona.
tc:-n1A'1

B43 Restric tions
1) Only bibliographic verbs in the past participle form
(i.e. BVC on the sublist of the A32 category) may have
non-zero right adjuncts.
verbS include:

A zero adjunct is A60.

These

written, authored, edited, published,

dated, etc.

2/ If a Ven which is also a BVC occurs in the C131 (Ven as
an active object) then B43 is zero.
B2 Restriction: for the (A61,B4I) Option
i)

If
a)

32 occurs as an objcct (DO)

then either

tb? '1O is rn clnrw,.it of Cl which is an element of

C69 or C70, or

54.

b)

the BO is an element of C131 or C136 (the untensed
verb, V, with its adjuncts) which is an element of
Cl or C2; or

C) the BO i& an element of C2 whose verb is a form of
have and whose subject is a pronoun.

3.7.3

Adjuncts
The B2 option mentioned above is (A61, B41) and not just

(A61) because the former yields the advantage of early attachment
of the right adjuncts of the omitted word directly to the omission
mark.

Other situations exist in which an adjunct string (usually

B41 - right adjunct of nouns and pronouns) is placed as an element
of a parent string so as to cause a more rapid parse.

One common

example applies to the index term sequence, B5.
Consider the elementary index term sequence:
B5

DEFIh

((B5B,B4)),T

BSE

DEFIN

((Aaoo),(BSB,Al0o))

BS

As can be seen, BSB is a recursive string in that if the first
option is tried and fails, the second option will cause another
BSB node to be attached below the original B5B node.
fLrst option will be tried and again it

Again the

will fail and the process

would continu, indefinitely except for the fact that the parser
recognizes recursive strings and requires that a recursive string
S stArting with word count W be successful (n-l) times before Sn
(the string S for the n-th recursion) is allowed to be attached
with a word count of W.

-
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Now assume a message as follows:
'Give me anything on radar written by E. J.
Strictly speaking, both of the informational clauses:

Smith.'
on radar

and written by_ E. J. Smith are right adjuncts of the pronoun
anythin , i.e. they are both right adjuncts or B4l strings.

The

B1 string is repetitive which means that its last option is
(nh l,BhI). i.e. it, consists of two elements each of which is the
string itself.

The purpose of such an option is to allow for

two or more successive occurrences of the string.

Again an

infinite loop could be set up if a repetitive string S is attached
to the tree and all of its options (except the last) fail. To
prevent such a situation the parser requires that in order to try
the last option of a repetitive string with word count W, one of
the previous (n-i) options must have been successful in analyzing
at least one word of the sentence starting at the W-th word.

Consider the evcfts of parsing if B5 did not have the B41 as
an element of its option.

The prepositional phrase would be

attached to the tree as right, adjunct of the pronoun anytLing.
Since written by E. J. Smith would then fail to fit into any of the
remaining strings to be placed on the tree the parser would backtrack to the B41 string attempting to use its

last option.

Because

it was already successful starting from the word on, the parser
would allow the last option to be tried.

Thus, 'on radar' would

again be attached to the tree under the first

(B4I,B i)

B41 of the option

and 'written by E. ').Smith' would be attached under the

second B41.

Therefore the parser was required to construct the

36.

substructure for 'on radar'

twice.

If

this substructure had been

longer and more complicated, this repetition in construction would
Ad unnecessary dc.V to the parsing mechanism.

Having the B41 in

the B5 option permits the parser to immediately attach the second
informational clause (i.e. written by E. J. Smith) to the tree.
In the interpretation phase of the system, this is taken into
account in analyzing the B4l element of a BS string.

3.7.4

Conjunctions
The grammar does not contain coordinate con-unctional strings

in the main body of strings.

If

conjunctions (und other "special'

words of the language) were accounted for explicitly in the
strings, the grammar would attain very large proportions.

To

avoid this, a "special process" mechanism exists in the parser
which allows for the insertion of an clement in an already defined
string of the grammar upon the appearance of a conjunction (or
other "special" word) in the sentence.
Suppose word W has just been analyzed and word W+1 has

become the current word.

If W+l has a special process mark M on

its category list, the sublist of M is obtained.
defined to be RIT1 or R2 T2 or ... or RnTn .
and Tk is an option of T.

It is a list T,

Rk is a serics of tests

If NSij (node representinrS the string

Sij) is the current node, a node NTkl is attached (it Rk permits)
to the right of it.

Thus when (and if) NS is complete, the nodes

hSils...,NSiPNTkl,..hSim appe

21ow it, as if Si were defined

to be Si1 and ... and Sij and Tkl and ... and Sim.

Each element

Tkl in the grammar string which contains the definitiri of the
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special process word,
option T 1 and T,

Thur, i4 W is 'and' its T list has one

has one element Ti1 which is

representing conjunctions.

However,

the grammar string

words marked special may

appear in a sentence in one of their non-special uses.
a word with a special mark M is

first

Therefore

treatcd specially, and £C

no analyse3 can be produced the special process marker M must be
ignored at this point - NSij - in the analysis and the regular
procedure followed until the analysis of NS is
In

the case of simple coordinate conjunctions the special

process node is M1 for 'and',
'nor',

complete.

M2 for 'or',

M3 for 'but', M4 for

and M for 'as well as'.

The last element of the one option for each of the above KS

(Q

-

1 to 5) strings is the conjunctional string, QX, which pro-

duces its

own set of options.

following Ni

of string 8,

Given that MJ has been inserted

the tree would look like:

S

S

S

S
atomic
for conj.

Q1 produces the following met of options:
(Sil)

(Sil.2,3i1.l,Sil)

(Sil,82,813 ••.,i) •
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That is,

it

carries out the process of structural repetition on

the elements that were current when the nonjunction appeared,

namely,

6ilj S12,

...

,

el.

According to the procedure outlined above, a M-node will be
attached at each succeedingly higher level of the tree until it
is

accepted a3 such ol until the top of the tree is reached in

which case backtracking will take place.

At each such level the

Q1 string will generate a set of options representing structural
repetition at that level.

From the experiments performed con-

cerning the written syntactical structures most likely to occur,
it

h& been found that it

is necessary to permit such M-node

attachment to the right of only a limited number of nodes.

These

nodes are listed below:
1)

B5 (index term sequence) to permit a logical combination
of index terms.

2)

B24 (quantifier strings) to permit a logical combination
of quantifier sequences as used in the Combine command.
For example:
'Give me the papers indexed by at least two but not
more than four of the following terms:
lag.cr, maser,

3)

radar, sonar,

pacer.

BO (object strings) to permit multiple requests.

A

multiple request is a message indicating that the system
is to respond to more zhan one request.

For example:

'I want the author of document 110 and the title of
anything on radar.'

In such a case, the parse is
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accomplished and the system proceeds to analyse only
the first request contained in the message.

)

B32 (Ven with adjuncts) to permit a sequence of
bibliographic verbs.

For example:

'What has been written, edited, or published by
Smith?'
5)

C91 (noun phrases) to permit a sequence of related nouns
to be Joined.

For example:

'What papers or books have been written on game
theory"'

6)

B41 (right adjunct of noun or pronoun) to permit conjoining information clauses of various Xinds.

For

example:
'How about anything on radar and written by Smith.'
A comma is treated as a simple coordinate conjunction unless
it is followed by a different coordinate conjunction. That is,
in the sequence:

'Give me &ny stuff concerning radar, sona , and

laser.', the first conma is treated as a conjunction whereas the
second comma is treated as pure punctuation.
case, the following might occur.

If this ware not the

Considering Figure 13,

note that

the second Ql (i.e. Q12 ) is about to generate the option (AS1)
which cannot fit the sequence. The point is that the combination
'

and ' is one conjunctior and Is treated as stated above.

result the tree would be as shown in Figure 14.

As a

The special

process string for the conjunction coma, M10,

is similarly

limited as to its left neighbors on the tree.

The 1410 to the

6o.

right of A1O0 is allowed since, in this usage, the comma is not a
conjumction since there is no Q

string as an element of MIO.

In the case of correlative (or scope-moarked) conjunctions,
the special process node ic M11 for 'both...and...',

M12 for

'either...or...', M13 for 'neither...nor...', and M14 for
'not only...but also...'.
In terms of the operation of structural repetition by which
conjunctional strings are obtained, the scope-marker (C') words
either. neither, both, and not only can be seen to mark the point
in the host string beyond which elements cannot be 'repeated'
the cojunctiona.

string.

That is,

in

a Fcope-marker-and-conjunction

pair C'...C marks off a structure X (string or string-segment)
whi!!h also appears following C in the sentence:
is the expected structure when C' occurs, it
a special process,

C'XCX.

Since X

is possible to define

initiated by C', which inserts the string

C'XC at the interrupt point where X is the specified string or
string-element; when this string is satisfied the program reverts
to its normal operation and finds X as it

expected before the

interruption.
The element in the one option for any scope-marked special
process string is the scope-marked conjunction.l string Q2 which
produces all of the possible options for X from the remaining
string elements to be attached to the tree at the present level.
Consider the string S

-

(SilSi2,...,Sin) with the fdllowing

tree:
'51

S(f

3

n)

61.
B2

BB
MAS

radar

M
BSA

Q1 2

A100

and

sonar

Figure 13

B2

B5B

Q.
ASI

BSA
A100~
radar

B5

IN4

MB
A

MSA

Q1
ASO

A100

M10

sonar

IA5i

and

B5

BMD

MBA

laser

Figure 14.
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Wpon occurrence of & scope-marked conjunction, say M12, the tree
in expanded to:
S

Bil

i2

31 3

Sif

A2
(either)
The options produced by Q2 are:

(Sil~)

Si+i,Sil+2,

Sn),8n

Assuming that the second option, (Sili,S1l.e), were actualay
correct, the tree

Bil 8$13

ould appear

a:

I

I

11 i

L

+

r A2

i.2
±
A52

I
1 (either)

I141

-i

±1l+3 8 in'1

i

(or) I

if

i~
it

5

±n

63.
The dotted enclosure is the inserted structure C'XC.
&wed once again on the results of the langusge study experisents discussed before, it was discovered that the scope-marked
conjunctions also have a restricted set of left attaching nodes.
These correlative conjunctions find their most wide applicability in structures involving the logical conrtruction of index
term a 4 as such may be attached to and,

,,

or, but and the

prepositions that usually signal the oncoming index term sequence.
L

CHAPTER 4
PRAQIATIC INTERPRETER
4.1

Introduction
After the construction of the tree, the system may be thought

of as existing in one of four states.

The pi34patic interpreter

is concerned directly with states 1 and 2 and will be discussed in
the present chapter*.

The third and fourth states which are,

respectively, the specification filler and the organizer will be
discussed

A..

Chapter 5.

A description of the system states follows:
State 1:

System is engaged in the tltimate Object Analysis
which determines the starting node to be used in
the interpretation of the message.

State 2:

Starting from the ultimate object or other node
selected by the Ultimate Object Analysis, the
command-set (not necessarily with the syntax
required for each command) is determined.

State 3:

This state is involved if the command-set includes
either the NUMRER or COMBINE command.

The syntax

for these commands is formed during this state.
The process, to be discussed in Chapter 5, depends
on the command.
With the NUMBER command, the system will:
a) associate the proper sector (i.e. author, title,
etc.) with each index term, and
* The term "pragmatic interpreter" implies that the system is
interested in the 'intended' meaning of the user's message.
-
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2)

C5 String

-

Question with vh- with noun-omission.

The question (or v-)
33umples

word may be mhat, who,

Who wrote documents 3296, 301 and 2?
What in generic to automobile?
What do you have on sonar, and either laser
or maser?

3)

C6 String - question with v&-with or without nounomission.

The vh- word may be when, h w, where.
Ibu=plea:

How in radar defined;
Where was document 16 publi shed?
When was accession number 412 written?

i)

C9 String - Question with wh + noum with noun-omissio.
The wh- word may be how

Rumples:

vhat, which.
w

What words do you have starting with at?
How many papers on radar are there in the file?
Which words are synonymic to procedure?

The philosophy behind the analysis of question strings is
to 1) transform the given message into an equivalent declarative,
2) compare the two parses to determine the first node of a
couiou information clause, and 3) if other informational clauses
seem to be ignored by an analysis of the equivalent declarative
starting from this point, analyze theme clauses "according to the
clues contained therein".
Such clues mentioned above are stored in the word records
and are brought out by several system packages each of which Is
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celled upon in various situations.

Some system packages with

examples of their use in the general philosophy follow.
1.

The Set Comman

Package

A Ven (past particle form of verb) or A30 (untensed verb) in

a C131 (Ven + G active) or C136 (V + (1) string respectively may
be associated with a group of index terms.

The word records of

this verb contain information indicating the comrand to be set.
(It is to be noted that only the NUMBER and COMBINE commands
require elaborate syntax formation.

The other commands need

at most a listing of the index terms.)
NUMR or COMBINE is

In the event that the

set, the word record also supplies the data

necessary to decide the index term's sector designation (i.e.
author, title, abstract, etc.).

A code representing this sector

together with the index terms are put into the 'ARGUMENT' buffer
as a partial syntax formation of part of the user's message.
This package finds its application in the ult mate analysis
of various question strings.

As an example, convider

'What has Jones written on radar?'
The parse of this C5 string is shown in Figure 15.

Considering

the given sentence as it might appear in an equivalent declarative
sentence, the parse of 'I want anything Jones has written on
radar.' shown in Figure 16 will suffice.
From Figure 16 it may be seen that the to informational
clauses 'Jones has written,

and 'on radar' are right adjuncts

of anSthing (considered to be analogous to the omission mark of
Figure 15 since the word anythin

implies no bias to any
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COB

o

COD

A49 I

A83f
C2

What

(2ABi
331
A31

has

B

0

IR90

Bs
ESE C131.

BSA

B32

A-100

A32

Jo~ies written

DO

B90
B2

A24
on

B2
B5

A100 radar
PAMl

of:

'What baa JOnOS written on rada?'
Figwor 15
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Co
COB

COC

ci

Ak8"
CiA
BO

BI.
B4

B31

B90

A2.

A31

B2

I

B4

wiant

B41

A21

C70

anything

Cl
BI

BO

ClA

B5

B31

B90

B5B

A31

C131

A32

A1O0
Jones

BO

B32

BSA

has

written

B91
0

L

B41

A61

C20
A241
on

B2
BS
B5B
BA
v A-O0

Parse of:

'I want arqthing Jones has written on radar.
Figure 16

radar

particular file as wou d papers or documents).

Comparing Figures

15 and 16, it is seen that their first node of common structure
is the B41 node of the (A6I,B41) option of B2 which becomes the
ultimate object.

In order to proceed from this point as a

declarative, however, the other informational clause nmut first
be analyzed.

To do so, the Set Comand Package interrogates the

word record of written for a SC code on the sublist of the
category used in the parse, i.e. the sublist of A32.
WORD

WRITTEN

LISTIS

(.1,A32)

.1

LISTIS

(.2,BO,•3,BO,.ISCBVC)

.2

DEkBJ

((B2))

.3

DFOB

((A60))

.14

LISTIS

(.4i1,ZI)

LISTIS

%'42)

3WD

'WRT

.41

Figure 17
The sublist of SC containa, the bit (Zi is the first bit, Z2
Is the sectnd, etc.) to bie set in the flag word representing
the comand to be used in the execution of the request.
According to Figure 17, writteu causes the IMMR uoamnd to be
set since, as shown below, the first bit represents the NUN=
command.

The analysis of the informational clause containing

written is treated aa occurring in the declarative of Figure 16
(i.e. Jones has written).

The 534 Sublist Value Package discussed
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Bit Position

Cowmand

Bit Posltion

Commani

1

NUMER

7

TRES/BF

2

COMBINE

8

T1ES/AF

3

SYNONYM

9

THFS/X

4

DEFINE

IO

THES/BT

5

RELATION

11

THES/AR

12

FORM

below completes the analysis of this clause.

Because the

command-set has been determined, the ultimate object analyzer

will ready the system for State 3 execution by pointing to the
B4 1 node mentioned previously. State 3 will continue the
analysis by considering the analogous declarative sentence.
Notice that for this sentence, the ultimate object analyzer
performed the following:
1)

The commd-set was determined by the SET COMWJ(D
PACKAGE.

2)

One informational clause was partially analyzed.

3)

The node representing the remaining informational
clause was found (viz:

the B41 of the (A61,B41)

option of B2).

4)

Readied the system for State 3 execution.
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Notice that sentences like those below

Pre

similarly analysed.

Has Carter or Wilson written on game theory?7
Did Greene edit a book on network analysis?
2.

The Index Term Lister Package

The syntax of manr of the system commnds requires a list of
index terms (an index term is
separated by comas.

composed of one or more index item)

When the coamandset is one requiring such

a format, the system will execute the Index Term Lister Package.
The substructure of the BS node contains an atomic AlOO for each
index item of the index term represented by the parent BS.

This

package gathers all the index items from the appropriate substructure of the tree and places their EDCDIC representation
in'to the 'ARGtM

' buffer separating the index term by co

a.

Consider:
'What is reentrant code end time sharing?
Recognizing that the message is a C5 whose main verb is a form of
BE, subject is an index term sequence and object is empty, causes
comand to be set.

the DEFMIN

The Index Term Lister Package is

executed starting at the subject node B1.
index itema reentrant,
the 'A

3.

1 M?1'

ct'

buffer vi,,

This will cause the

, time and sharing to be placed in
a comma seperating reentrant code fron,

The 84. Sublist Value Package
In a previous example, viz:

radar?',

it

'What has Jones written on

was stated that together witb the sector codes gotten

from the word record of written the index term Jones was put into

T6.

the 'ARGt4EMT'
mssage:

buffer.

This is not entirely true.

Consider the

'What have Jones and Wilson written on radar?*.

This

message differs from the previous request in that the subject
string is satisfied by a logical construction of index terms.

A

call for the Index Term Lister Package would cause Jones and

Wilson, separated by a comma, to be placed in the 'ARGU4NT
buffer.

Because the NUMBER cozmand requires &, + or t between

index terms of the same sector designator and not coas, problems
would arise.

Therefore to keep the logical structure of the

message, the SE4 Sublist Value Package is executed.
The S3D Sublist Value Package will be briefly introduced
below and more fully developed in Chapter 5.

Every significant

word occurring in an informational clause of a NM4BER conmmand has
a S3D

code on the sublist of the category used for that word

occurrence.
list.

Most such words have only one value on its SM4 sub-

This value may or may not have its own sublist.

cases that a

In such

ord has more than one value. the context of its

usage as indicated by the parse dictates which value is used.
Therefore the function of this package is to place the SEM value
of every word in the sentence in the indicated substructure under
consideration into the 'ARGIMT' buffer.

Index terms have their

EBDIC representation together with their S.!E
the buffer.

value placed in

The purpose of having such a package is to make for

uniform analysis of the various syntactical structures that could
constitute an informational clause.

This will be brought out more

fully in Chapter 5.

t

Returning to the example:
written on radar?'

'What have Jones and Wilson

after executing this package, the 'ARGU=',

buffer wll contain the folowing:
200

Jones

52

200

Wilson

101

Index term

SE4 Value

SE4 Value of written

Value of BEN

for and

bolding key to
sector designation

4 .2.4

Conversationall-Dependent Sentences
Conversationally-dependent sentences are of two types:

1) they are responses to a system reply to a previous request
snd as such are abbreviated, or 2) they are requests in which the
user has used that part of a declarative corresponding to the
ultimte object.
Type 1:

Examples of each type are:

How about Jones.
And Smith.
Allen.

Type 2:

Docunents by Greene.
Synonymic to instruction.
Words generic to motor vehicle.

The type 2 conversationally-dependent sentence is treated as if
it were preceded by 'I want ... ' which is equivalent to saying
that the sentence is the ultimate object.

Type 1 requests are

entirely different as they are based upon previous dialogue.
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Consider the following two cases:

CASE I

CASE II

I want the definition

I want everything about

of radar.

radar.

system:

I don't know.

I don't have anything.

user:

How about sonar?

How about sonar?

user:

The second user response in both cases is identical, yet their
pragmatic interpretation must be different since in Case I a
definition is

requested whereas in Case II

requested on the index term 'sonar'.
uses the first

a document search is

In Case II,

the system

sector designator of the original request as the

designator of 'sonar'.

Therefore after each request,

a record is

kept of:
1)

the command-set

2)

the sector code of the first
a NUMBER or CCW4TINE if

index term used in

such a comman4 were the

previous comand.
To sum#nrize. then,

in the interpretation of type 1 conversationally-

dependent sentences the system will use the previous command
together with the newly supplied index terms.

4.2.5

Examples
Below are listed user messages along with the corresponding

transformed message used in the analysis.
applicable,

is the 'ARGi4='

entered and ultimate object.

Also shown, when

buffer, STATE of system to be

1) I want some papers written by Carter.

2)

'some papers

1,

Ultimate Object is:

b.

To enter State 2.

c.

Transformed message is same as original.

.,.

Give me the papers written by Carter.
a.

Ultimate Object

b.

Enter State 2.

c.

Transformed message is:

i:

-

'me the papers

...

'

I want the papers

written by Carter.

3)

What has Carter written?
a.

Enter State 3.

b.

'Argument':

1)

200 Carter 101

ve you anything written by Carter?
a. Ultimate Object is:
b.

'anything ...

'

Enter State 2.

c. Transformed message is:

I want anything written

by Carter.
5)

What books do you have which were written by Carter?
a.

Ultimate Object is:

'books which were written

by Carter.'
b.

Enter State 2.

c.

Transformed message is

(in two stepe):

1.

What do you have which was written by Carter?*

2.

i want books which were written by Carter.

* A note is made of books.

6)

Do you have any papers that Carter wrote?
'any papers that Carter wrote'.

a.

Ultimate Object is:

b.

Enter State 2.

c.

Transformed message is:

'I want any pepers that

Carter wrote'.

7)

4.3

How are radar and sonar
a.

Enter State 4.

b.

'Arguwent':

defined?

I

radar, sonar.

Command-Set Generator
The Co

mand-Set Generator, or State 2,

is called upon if

the

Ultimate Object Analysis failed to determine the complete commandset necessary for the proper execution of the user's request.

I

State 2 starts its analysis at the ultimate object node of the
transformed message.

In all but exceptional cases the ultimate

object is a noun (or pronoun) phrase (the noun of which is

called

I

the core) whose adjuncts are informationAl clauses. The pragmati
content of these nouns is coded and placed with its word dictionary
record.

Words like information, data, material, stuff offer

no clue as to the desired mode of operation, whereas words like
papers,

words, definition, author carry definitive pragmatic

information.

In fact .he

nouns appearing as the core of an

ultimate object may be classified into one of three groups:
1)

no specific mode: anythin , someti

words, definition, phrases,
books.

'2) non-search mode:

and 3) search mode: documents,

papers,

The right adjuncts of the core noun are then analyzed, one

i
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by one in order of appearance in the sentetiee, xtil
set is established.

the command-

Each individual right adjunct carries with

it its own decoding scheme based upon the atomics in Its substructure and the subject-verb-object or verb-object relationship
of the adjunct.

Examples follow.

4.3.1 The Ven Phrase and Pure Prepositional Phrase
The mechanism involved in the decoding of prepositional
phrases in embedded into that of the Yen phrase (i.e. past
participle + 0 passive).

The past participles (Yen) encountered

in such environments are classified as search mode oriented (BYC
In *ord record) or relation mode oriented (JNC).

Within the

search mode, this Yen may signal the execution of either the
NUH,

CHBIRE, or FORM4 command.

The ambiguity is resolved by

the prepositional phrase associated with the Ven as either a
right adjunct of this verb, B43, or as the passive object of this
verb, B99.

Notice that at this point, the prepositional phrase

may be separately analyzed as such as long as the presence of the
associated Ven is taken into account.

The processing of the

prepositional phrase takes into account 1) the preposition itself,
2) the associated verb,

if any, which nay be Van, Ving, tV,

3) the object of the preposition - it may be an index term which
may or may not indicate a date, or it may be another noun phrase,

4) the presence anywhere in the sentence of a phrase which would
specifically direct the system to a particular mode of operation,
such as 'in

the thesaurus' in

'Give me everything in the thesaurus

about radar.', and 5) the group into which the core of the ultimate
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object is classified.
As an example consider the word record, shown in Figure 18,
of about.
WORD

ABOUT

LISTIS

(.15,A24)

.15

LISTIS

(.I,TTP1,.2,TYP2,•3,TYP3)

.1

LISTIS

(.3ii,VOID,.II,BVC,.

.11

LISTIS

((A5),TD1,(AI),TD3,(AI),TD4)

.14

LISTIS

((All) ,TD1, (A11) ,TD3, (A)

.2

LISTIS

(.21,VOID,.21,BVC,.lI4,TVC)

.21

LISTIS

((A5),TDI,(A5),TD3,(A),TD)

.3

LISTIS

(.31,VOTD,.31,BVC)

.31

LISTIS

((Al),TD3,(Al),TD4)

EM

ABOUT

1 4,TVC)

,TD4

Figure 18
The group into which the core of the ultimate object is

clasi~fied is recorded as follows:
The OBTYP (object type) variable has the values:
TYPI - no specific mode
TYP2 - non-search mbde
TYP3 - search mode

The associated verb is indicated by the value of the PREV1
(previous verb) variable as follows:
VOID

no associated verb

g93

BVC - verb associated with bibliographic data
(e.g. written)
RVC - verb associated with relational data

(e.g. related)
TVC

-

verb associated with thesaurus or lexicon data
(e.g. beginning)

The presence of particular phrases directing the sytma to a
particular mde of operation is indicated by the variable TDlCT
(thesaurus-dicti'onary) as follows:
TDl - indicates TVESAURD mode

TD2 - indicates DEFINE mode
TD3 - indicates no specific

aode

and the index term

is not a date
TDI - indicates no specific mode and the index term
is a date
Now, consider the following sentences.
1)

I want athing about radar.

2)

I want any papers about radar.

3)

I want anything about radar in the thesaurus.

In the analysis of these three sentences the ultimate object
would be respectively:

'anything about radar',

'any papers about

radar', and 'anything about radar in the thesaurus'.
respective values of 1) OBTYP are TYP1,

The

TYP3, and TYP1, 2) PREV

are VOID, VOID and VOID, and 3) TDrCT are TD3, TD3, TDl.

In each

case, the Conmand-Set Generator will analyze the prepositional
phrase 'about radar'.

All the necessary Information for this

ana4yinis stored in the word dictionary record of the prposition in tree-like fshion.
The process is as follows:
1)

Start at the sublist of the preposition (A24).
In this case .15 (refer to Figure 18).

2)

Go to the sublist of the symbol that is the value of
the variable, OBTP.

3)

Go to the sublist of the symbol that Is the value of the
variable, PREVB.

4) Go to the sublist of the symbol that is the value of the
variable, TDICT.
5)

This aublist contains a symbol Ax, where x is a number
The value of x c.rresponds to the xth

from 1 to 11.

bit position of the CMA1 variable, which is one of two
variables (the other is (]ARD2) used to specify the
comand-set.

Each bit corresponds to a different

ommand, as shown below:

Bit Nimber

Command

2

OMBfIE

3

SYNONYM

14

DEFINE

5

RELATION

6

NOT

7

THW/BF

ED

8

THES/A?

9

THES/x

10

TM~/BT

11

THES/AII

X?

FOR14

The bit positions of CMAND2 correspond to the commands:_

AUflMR, DATE, TITLE, EDITOR, PUBLISHER, JOURNAL, SPECIFIC,
GENRRIC, AUTRORTTY LIST ENTRY, ABSTRACT, DESCRIPTORS, DE3C/ALL,
DZSC/BIBLIO.
Using this scheme, sentences 1 and 2 will set the NUMBER
command,

sentence 3 will set the RELATION comand.

sentences 2 and 3 are interpreted correctly, it

Although

may be argued

that sentence 1 could be requesting Information concerning 'radar'
from any of the mode files.
ambiguous.

In this sense, sentence 1 is

Experience will help decide the eventual course to

take in such cases.

The choice selected here is based on the

experiences of the author.

It may be that 1) a dialogue between

user and machine should be initiated to resolve

ambiguity, or

2) a record of past performance of the user migh

-solve the

ambiguity, or 3) the choice selected above is used in the vast
majority of cues so as not to warrant the time-consuming (and
in some cases, annoying) dialogue mentioned above.
If the object of the preposition is

itself a noun phrase,

then the possibility exists of setting the COMBINE cown&A.
Sentences translatable into the COMBINE command have a quantifier

i24
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sequence (B24)

modifying a zero noun* (A62),

as in:

Gve me the papers indexed by not more than 3
of the terms:

A,B,CD, G.

The sequence 'not more than 3' modifies a zero noun whose right
adjunct !1341)
4,_1.2

is the prepositional phrase 'of the terms'.

AJ4iaectivai Phrases
Ccrtain adjectives indicate the desired mode of operation.

In such cases, the aljetive's word record carries the inform.tion in the sublist of COM symbol which occurs on the subllst
of the category, adjective (A15).

Consider the record of

'synonymous' below.

WORD

SYNONYMOUS

LISTIS

(.l,As)

.1

LISTIS

(.2,co4)

.2

LISTIS

(y)

The Y indicates that the synonym command Is to be set.

Thie

ai-jective phrase holding the adjective under consideration will
also contuin the wozds involved.

In such a case, the Index Term

Lister Package will then place the index terms into the 'ARG'i*
buffer.

A zero noun indicates that a noun that does not necesnarily
have to occur at a certain polft in the sentence, did not
occur as in 'Those two were not there.'
The noun which
'those two' modifies is said to be zeroed.

T'
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4.3.3

The Relative Clause

-

That + Cl with Noun Omission (C69)

The diversity in the subject-verb-object relationshi-

flic-

able to the 069 string makes this string capable of appearing in
requests involving all the various modes of operation.

The

analysis may be divided into three sections depending upon the
subject of the Cl string.
a)

Subject is

'you'

or 'there'

Examples include:
Give me all that

ou have on radar.

I want anything that there in concerning the field
of optics.
In such cases, the object is the omitted string (A61).

Its

right adjuncts may then be treated as if they had occurred aloe.
b)

Subject contains an index term
Examples irclude:
I want anything that Jones is

the author of.

I want anything that radar is

generic to.

Do you have anything that Jones has written dealing
with radar?
The object of the verb in this adjunct contains the key to
its

interpretation.

The noun author (which has the subcategory

BN, bibliographic noun,
command.

in its

word record) indicates the UMM

Generic in the second sentence makes the analysis

similar to that explained in Section 4.3.2 except that the
opposite relation is

required here.

That in, the sentence:

'Give me all the words generic to radar.'

requires the inverse relation of that necessary for the sentence:
'Give me all the words that radar is generic to?'
Referring to the third example, written with its BVC subcategory
indicates the NUMBER conand is involved.
c)

Subject is omitted
Examples include:
Give me everything that is generic to radar.
Give me anything that has been written describing radar.
What do you have that has Jones as the author?
What words are there that begin with the letters ST?
In these cases, either the verb (as in the last sentence) or

its object (as in the other sentences) carries the distinguishing
information.
4.3.4

S___

It

is to be noted, that in the entire Command-Set Generator

analysis those words indicative of the system commands and
syntactical structures carry the clues to the interpretation. The
analyzer uses the parse generated by the syntax analyzer to determine the environment in which these words are used.

Based upor.

the environment found and the subcategories stored in the words'
dictionary records, the command-set is formed.

In the commands

associated with the C4AND1 variable, all but NUMBER and COMBINE
would require the execution of the Index Term Lister Package in
order to fill the 'ARGUENMT'
terms.

buffer with the appropriate index

Recognition of a NIUKHR or 0MINS commuA

would cause
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the system to enter State 3 which will form the specification
part of the command as will be explained in Chapter 5."
The above discussion dealt with the adjuncts of core nouns
indicative of no specific mode of operation.

However,

there are

nouns which do indicate the entire command-set or only part of it.

The N48 nouns (indicating DEFINE mode) and the 149 nouns
(indicating SYNONYM mode) yield a quick analysis whee they
occur u

the core noun as in:
What is the meaning of radar?
Give me some synonyms of radar.
I want the definition of the following words:
radar, sonar, and laser.

The bibliographic nouns (BN)
set.

cause a CMAND2 command to be

The BN subcategory of the word (e.g. author, editor) carries

its own subliat indicating the bit to be set in the CMAMD variable.

Once the coamand(s) corresponding to th'.se BN nouns have

been set, the analysis continues as above to find other commands
that might be required.
Consider:

Give me the author of any papers dealing with radar.
The BN noun, author, causes the AUTHOR command to be set.
Analysis would continue interpreting 'any papers dealing with
radar' as if it

were part of the sentence 'I

-ant any papers

dealing with radar'.
The various word categories used in the analysis are shown
in Appendix D.

CHA.PTER 5
SPECIFICATIOR FILLER AD ORGNIZR

5.1

Introduction
If the connand-set generated by either the Ultimate Object

Analysis or the Pragmatic Analysis includes the NU3ER or COMBINE
commnd, then the Specification Filler must be executed to establish their specification part before the final output commands
can be formed.

This specification part which includes the associa-

tion of a sector designator with each index term and the formation
of the implied logical construction of the request by the proper
placement of parenthesis for grouping and of the logical symbols
&, +, t, in performed by the system in-State 3 or the Specification
Filler State.

After the completion of State 3, the Organizer

(State 4) forms the various commnds together with their specification part in the output buffer in the proper sequence.

5.2

Specification Filler
Before execution of State 3, the previousl.y active state has

determined the proper starting node (co awd-formatter node) for
the specification analysis.

In some cases, part of the analysis

has been made (as the example on page 77), end the results placed
in the 'ARGU4T' buffer.
The Specification Filler analysis includes:
1)

formation of a sequence of codes representing the
significant words of the informational clauses of the
request starting from the commn4-formatter node.
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2)

the manipulation of this sequence in order to associate
each index term Aith a code representing the appropriate
sector designator.

Also, as is required by the syntax

rules of the commands, all index terms must sequenti&l2.y
follow its associated sector designation code.

In

addition, multi-word conjunction (e.g. and either)
codes are replaced by one repres mting the collective

action of the conjunction.

3)

the logical construction implied by the original request
is maintained. Any ambiguity inherent in the user's
message is resolved on the basis of a hierarchy scheme
for conjunctions.

All codes representing parenthesis,

logical symbols, and sector designators are replaced by
their actual representation as required by the command's
syntax.

5.2.1

SEM-Value Extractor

Code numbers for all the significant words that occur in the
informational clauses of a NUMBER or CCHBINE command are stored
in tha+ word's dictionary record in the sublist of the SEM category
which is
the word.

itself found on the suolist of the category chosen for
Some words (e.g. written) have more than one code

number (or SEM-value) indicating that the proper value to be
used depends upon the context in which this word is used.

Also

some words (e.g. the) have no SEM sublist at all. indicating that
their presence in the string (although necessary for syntactical
purposes), reveals no information usefl for commnd formation.

A

Words indicative of a sector designator that can occur both
before and after its associated index terms have a multi-valued
BEN sublist.
term as in

The word 'written' which ma, occur before an index
'written on radar' or after an index term as in 'that

Jones has written' has a SEM value associated with each case.
It in the purpose of the SIX-Velue Extractor to resolve all
ambiguities through the tree produced by the syntax analyzer.
At the conclusion of the SEM-Value Extractor, the 'ARGUN4NT'
buffer contains the SEN-value of all

ords occurring in the

informational clauses of the request°
5.2.2

Associating Mechanism
The Associating Mechanism associates the various index

terms, as represented in the 'ARGUbM1ET' buffer, with the proper
sector designator code and does so ensuring that the index term
follow their sector code in the 'ARGUKENT'

buffe:.

Some exemples follow to help bring out the methods used.
Throughout these examples, the foflovir-g MO1 values were used.
WORD

BEN VALUE

WRITTEN1
EDITED

2

SMITH

200 followed by Smith

Jon

200 folloved by Jones

0

51

OR

53

93.

BY

22

EITHER

55

1967

201 toflowd by 1967

THAT

82

PERIOD

99

IN

20

Example 1:

Give me anything written, edited or published by
either Smith or Jones

The Ultimate Object Analysis establishes the ultimate object
as being 'anything
NUEE

The Prawmatic Analysis causes the

....

command to be set by virtue of the respective values of

OBTYP, PREVB, TDICT and the fact that the index terms do not
represent & date, as explained in Section A.3 .1.
the 8E-Val u Extractor, the 'ARGI
[.

As a result of

' buffer contains the

sequence:
.

1

51

2

53

200

Jones

53

3

22

56

200

Smith

Because 'written' occurs preceding its index term (a.i.b. i)*
there must be an associated preposition.

The next element in the

sequence being a conjunctiont instead of the preposition indicates
that a sequence of BVC words is present.

The system will now

associate the preposition 'by' (a.i.b. 22) and its following index
*

a.1.b. is an abbreviation for 'as indicated by the'.

1 All codes 51-70 indicate a conjunction ad 20-149 indicate
a preposition.

term sequence

-

55

200

Smith

53

200

Jones

-

with each of

the BVC vords written, edited (a.i.b. 2) and published (a.i.b.

3).

The code representing the sector designator for 'written by' in

gotten from the subliat of the SEM value of written. Referring
to the word record of written (Figure 19), this sublist contains
the code for the preposition involved, viz, 22*. This 22 has a 2
on its sublist.

case, AUTHOR).

The 2 represents the sector designator (in this

If the 22 had no sublist, as is the case of 20

(in), the system must make a further study of the sequence to
determine the sector designator.
WORD

WRITTEN

LISTIS

(.1,A32)

.1

LISTIS

(.4,SC,.2,PO,.3,BO,.15,SEM,BVC,(A1), TV'

.15

LISTIS

(.31,N1,(N2),NlOl)

.31

LISTIS

((N2),N22,N2,N21,(N4),N24,(Nl4),N25,v

LISTIS

N26, (N12) ,N27, (Nil) ,N28,N29,N30,

LISTIS

(Nl),N31,(N12),3, (15),N33)

END

WRITMEN

Figure 19

Therefore the resulting 'ARGUMENT' buffer is:

N22 actually appears. The N is necessary for program
considerations, but the actual list will have 22.

2

55

Smith

53

Jones

51

Jones

53

5

55

Smith

53 Jones

4

55

53

Smith

The 200 code indicating a non-date index term has been
eliminated. The numbers (1-15) above indicate sector designators
and are no longer S][ values.

The above sequence is used to form

the proper logical constructions by the placement of parenthesis
and then the proper syntactical symbols replace all codes an vill
be discussed in Section 5.2.3.
Example 2:

What has Jones written that ws pvblahed in 1967

As a result of the anaysi
the cmand-formatter node is

carried out in States 1 and 2,

'that

.

and the 'AD tN '

buffer before execution of State 3 contains:
200 JONES

101

As a result of the 5EM-Value Extractor, the '1APIDU1' buffer
contains:
200

JONES

101 82

3 20 201 1967

Because written occurs following its index term (a.i.b. 101),
the sector designation code must be placed into a position preceding
the index term. The sublist of written'a SEN value indicates the
sector designation code.

As seen from Figure 19, its value is 2.

Therefore at the conclusion of the analysis of the first informational clause, the 'ARGMLWTI' buffer contains:

2

Jones

3

82

20

201

1967

The 82 (representing that) is used to analyze informational
clauses similar to:

'that has Jones as the author', i.e. in

cases where the sector designator is
instead of a verb as in this case.
the 82 is
The

represented by & nour
Therefore in this case

ignored.

3 (representing published) is treated similarly to that

of written in Example 1, i.e. the code for the following preposition is looked up in the sublist of the

3 in the word record of

published (see Figure 20).
WORD

PUBLISHED

LISTIS

(.1,A32)

.1

LISTIS

(.U
!, SEX,BVC, .5,SC, (A5),BV .,

.31

LISTIS

.31

LISTIS

11,N3,(5),Nl03)
(,2 0, N21, (N,),N22,(

MISTIS

N26, (2)

LXSTIS

N3!,(NW2),N32,(N5),N33)

END

PUBLISHEDO

,N27,

(N.)

O,. 3,PO)

!4) ,N24, (a4),N
,,,

8,N29, N

,,

,

r,

Figure 20
The sublist in question is the .31 list.

The preposition to

be found is 20 which can be seen to have no sublist.
4idicates that further analysis is
sector designator code.
Lhe 'ARGL?.MJT'

This

needed to determine the

The system uses the remaining portion of

to distinguish between structures like:

970

1)

published in 1967

2)

published in the ACM

3)

published in the period 1957 to

4)

published in 1957-63

5)

published in the 190's

The 'ARGU4E

1961

buffer in each of these cues would be,

respectively:
l')

3

20

201

1967

2')

3

20

200

ACM

3')

3

20

99

201

49')

3

20

204

1957-63

5')

3

20

202

1950's

1957

34

201

1961

It can be seen that each case has its own distinguishing
features which are used to determine the appropriate sector
aesignation code.

These five clauses represent respectively

papers published in the single year 1967, papers appearing in the
ACM publication, papers published in any year between 1957 and
1961, papers published in any year between 1957 and 1963 but
expressed as an hyphenated date, and papers published in the
decade starting at 1950.

The sector desigator codes applicable

in these cases are respectively 9 (indicating exact date),
8 (indicating journal publication),

14 (indicating interval of

dates given the two end points), 10 (indicating hyphenated dates),
13 (indicating a decade of dates).
Therefore returning to the example at hand, the 'ARGUKENT'
buffer would be:

98.

2

JONES

9

1967

Every informational clause has been reduced to its index
te=u sequence preceded by the appropriate sector code designator.
A complete list of the sector code designators follows:
CODE

SECTOR DESIGNATOR

2

AUTHOR

3

TITLE

4

EDITOR

5

PUBLISHER

6

DESCRtPTOR/ADSTRACT

8

JOURNAL OCCURRENCE

9

DA7TE - EXACT

10

DATE - HYPHENATED

11

DATE - ?MINTMUM

12

DATE - MAXIMUM

i.3

DATE - DECADE

i4

DATE - INTERVAL

'r*he complete iist of
:'..2.3

M values appears in Appendix E.

Lomical Maintenance
This step in the analysis performs the following functions:
1)

lists all the required dates explicitly in the
'ARGUMENT'

buffer in the cases in which the sector

designator code is between 10 and 14 inclusive.

99.

2)

places parenthesis codes in the buffer to maintain the

implied logical construction.
As an example. consider 'I want anything written after 1966
dealing with either nylon, rayon and dacron or vool, but not
published by Stevens McGill.'
previously, the 'ARGL13UT'

Following +he procedures outlined

buffer as

a result of the BE)4-Value

Mechanism iould be:

1
51
6 X)L

28

20

200

RAYON

51

1966

54

71

36

52

200

3

22

60

59

200
53

DACRON

200

STEVENS

NYLON
200

MCGILL

As a result of the Associating Mechanism, the 'AMWREN ' buffer
wovld be.

1966

.A

DACRON

53

6
WOOL

55

MYL0N

65

S

51

RAYON

52

MCGILL

STEVENS

The 11 indicates that 1966 is the minimum year desired so
that 1967, 1968, and 1969 will be put into the final command
along with 1966 all Joined by the logical or (+).

The 6 indicates

that the following index term sequence refers to descriptors,
the 5 Indicates that Stevens McGill is a publisher.
All the logical and control symbols used at the stage in
the analysis are represented by codes as follows:
S

[

11o

+

in

&

.12
-

13

/

11
-15

-

116

-

117

and

9

1966

t
3l

51

RAYON

rIrILON
STE VIEN

1967

n4

1968

52

DACRON

3I4
53

1969

6

55

WOOL

65

5

MCGILL

The placement of logical symbols must be made to maintain
the implied logic both between informational clauses and within
The conjunctions are divided into two groups

any given clause.

-

those conjunctions preceded by a coma and those not preceded by
a conma are respectively Group 1 and Group 2.,

Any Group 1

cor.junction has a higher priority (i.e will be considered first
in this analysis) than any Group 2 conjunction.
I.he order of decreasing priority in:
as well an
both ...

and

not only ...

but also

but neither / and neither
and either
or either
either
and also
but not
but
not
nor
or
and

/

and not

Within any group

101.

If two conectives have the maw priority they are operated
upon as they appear in the sentence reading from left to right.
U1nder this scheme, the connective
first.

but not' In taken

',

As with every connective, it must be determined whether

the connective joins two informtional clauses or Is within a
single informational clause.
Therefore, the 'ARG)MXNT'

9

1966

NYLON

114

51

110

5

In this case# the former is true.

buffer contains:

1967

3l1

RAYON

1968

52

14

DACEC

53

1969

6

55

WOOL

111

216-

KICGL

STEVENS

The matching parentheses are placed adjaceit to a previously
placed parenthesis,

if any exists, or else at the beginning

end end of the sequence.

.10

9

1966

NYLON

51

RAYON

5

STEVENS

110

Therefore, the buffer cotains:

l14

1967
52
MCGILL

1968

114

DACRON 53

11

1969

WOOL

111

6

5S

116

IU

The coma which is by itself is the next connective to be
considered.

this c-

in treated as such resulting in:

1o

9

NYLON

115

110

Since its enviroment implies an and construction,

6

1966
RAYON
STEVENS

114
52

1967

2.14

1968

U4

1969

DACRON

53

WOOL

111

116

W4GILL

The next connective,

6 55

111.

'either ...

or', Is within an informa-

tioial clause and as such uses breckets for purposes of groupiag
resu ting in:

ioe.

uo
nYLON
110

9

1966

114

u1S

RAYON

52

5

STEVENS

u4

1967

DACRON 113

1968

u4 1969

114

132

WOOL

6

112

113

116

.11

111

MCGILL

After the connectives are operated upon, the 'ARGUMENT'

buffer

contains the following [the codes representing the logical and
control symbols are still

present but their actual symbol is

used

below]:

9
MMLO

1967

+

1966

4RAYON

)

+

1968

1969

6

5 STN

[

C

.
+

&DACRONI
K-

(

t

+

WOOL

)

MCGILL

It should be noticed that the informational clauses 'after
1966'

end 'dealing with ... ' are not joined by a connective in

violation of the syntax rules.

Therefore such a situation will

be treated as an 'and' connective between informational clauses,
resulting in:
9

N-ioW

1966

+

1967

& RAYON

3

&

)~~~
T
(

+

1968

",

C DACRON

STrEzM

1969

)&

(

6

.,.[WOOL"

mm~iuJ

The nmazching parenthesis of the just treated 'and'

are

placed adjacent to the closest left and right parenthesis Crom
tI's 'and'

as seen below.

Note tha

between parenthesis and brackets,
final 'ARGUMENT'

buffer is:

if there were no distinction

confusion wuld result.

The

103.

((

9

MYON

1966

+

1967

&RAYON) 1

))

(

t

4

5

1968

+ 1969

DACRON) I

I

+

MCGILL

STEVE

) & ( 6 E
+

E

')om

E
I

)

At this point, all logical and control codes and sector
:-esignation codes are replaced by their actual representation
c-ielding a final specification part:

<

DATE

1966

+

1967

+

((NYLO0N & RAYON )&(DACRON
3TVrEr
It

MCGILL

+

1968

1969)

))+

&( DEC

( WO~OL )))t

(PUrn.

)

should be noted that the above connective mechanism is

limited as to the occurrence of a higher priority connective
urithin the scope of a lower priority scope-marked connective.
That ii,

in the abov- example if

it

had been:

'I want anything

*.ltten after 1965 dealing with either nylon, rayon, and dacron
umool, but not published by Stevens McGill.',
'rayon'

would cause the connective

',

the coma following

and' to be executed before

either...or' thereby causing an incorrect grouping.

.3

Organizer
The function of the Organizer is to form the output buffer

with the selected commands and their associated specification
parts.

The commands are placed in the order necessary to perform

the request.

For example, if

the request is:

'Give me the author of anything on optical scanning.'
then the output buffer vuld contain:

04h.
E
NUMBER

I

DESC

OPTICAL

SCANNIM

The NUM4BER command will form a list

*

AUTH

con-nd viii

docment in the list

0

of document numbera each

of which has been indexed by 'optical scanning'
The AIr

*

as subject matter.

then give the user the aizthor of each
formed by the N14BKR co.mand.

CHAPTER

6

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE RESEARCH 8JGGESTIO?
6.1

General Conclusions
Real English has been designed for use in the information

retrieval system of the Moore School Information Systems Laborstory.

It is programmed on the RCA Spectra 70/46 entirely in the

FORTRAN IV language.
as such inputs its

At present,

it

is

a stand alone package and

user messages through a card reader and outputs

the translated Symbolic Comrand Language commands to the line
printer.

Described below are sample dialogues based upon the

indicated messages to illustrate the various capabilities of the
system.

In the accompanyirg figures,

indicated by an asterisk (*)

the system responses are

at the left margint

The translated

Symbolic Comand Language commands are shown in each case and are
in-iicated by a slash (/)

at the left margin.

Incorporation of the Real English package into an on-line
'.nfor'ation retrieval system which has taken into account the

linguistic style of its users and the complete set of system
uommands will enhance this system's natural language man-machine
conversational capabilities.

The user will be free to use

messages whose pragmatic interpretation is dependent upon the
previous dialogues.

Furthermore, the system will be able to

recognize messages that are not,

strictly speaking,

sentences,

f- The system responses are actually taken from the present MSISL
information retrieval system for which Real English was
designed.
They are includes to produce typical dialogues based
upon the supplied user messages.

-

106

-

106.

In addition, multi-mode access affords tb" -ser a wider range of
search strategy.

Illustrations of these features are presented

in Figures 21-23.
The search strategy portrayed in Figure 21 reveals that the
user wishes to do a combinatorial search based upon more than
two of his index terms.

The Document List formed as a result of

the execution of the translated COMBINE command is used to
extract the titles requested in the first message and the authors
requested in the second message.

Because the initial request

explicitly referred to the information sectors desired, no computer
initiated and directed dialogue occurred.

The last message which

may be classified as conversationally dependent uses information
derived from the previous message in order to associate Heilman
with the sector designator AUTH or author.
The first message of Figure 22 illustrates the system's
ability to associate the preposition by with each of the past
participles and the index term Johns with each informational
clause.

Since no particular informational sectors were indicated

in the request the system enters into a system initiated and
directed dialogue to solicit this information.

Note that before

the user returns to his initial line of questionir

, has made

reference to both the DEFINE and RELATION files based upon in:ormation revealed to him in the SEARCH mode of operation.

This

multi-mode operation is a key feature of Real English.
The dialoge dependency feature of Real Englsh is further
illustrated in Figure 23.

In this came, users A and B have

PbEAE GIVE ME THE TITLE OF DOCUMENTS ON MORE THAN

TWO OF THE FOLLOWING AREAS
NONLhAR CONTROL,

(G2)

COMIN

FEEDBACK,

HARMONIC ANALYSIS,
DYNAMIC COUPLING.

DESC HAIeiONIC ANALYSIS / NONLINEAR

coRmoL / FEDMACK / DYMIC COUPLM

'

TITL

HAVE BEEN SECTED.

2b DOCLA71

19 DOCUMETNIS INDEXED BY EXACTLY 2 OF THE INDEX TERMS
7 DOCMUNTS INDEXED BY EXACTLY 3 OF THE YNDEX TERM
0 DOCLIMEWS INDEXED BY EXACTLY 4 OF THE INDEX TFMW

A C$SI;

NO.

].12

Tf.,
WON7C CGC1,1LATIONG OF NONTNEA

1,'

/, 3.: {
;

Tf?:
. -53
. l:Or V! l
*:

ACCB:,

IX);. 1713

TiTL:

IAiAUNiU

WHO WfROfTE THEM?

AUl2ii

I=NZ, RACK

**

ASIS OF STRINGS
A

8YSTEMS

108.~

FiJre 21 .(on't.):

ACCESSION NO. 112
*

AL)TH:

M. KLOPTER, P. HEL4AN

NO. 253

*ACCESSION

*

AUTH:

J. ARNOLDSEN

NO. 1713

*ACCESSION

*

AUTH:

A. B. STEVENS

WHAT ELSE DID KLOPTER WRITE ABOUT HARMONIC ANALYSIS?

/

NUMBER AUTH KLOPrER & DESC HARMONIC ANALYSIS

NO REFERENCES HAV/E PEEN FOUND.
i

HOW ABOUT HEiI 4A OR STEVENS ON FEEDBACK l&r 'ORKa;
/R

AUTH ( HEIIXA

+ STEVES)

S/

NETWORKS

*

NO REFERENCES HAVE BEEN FOUND.

& DESC FEBACK

109.

DO YOU HAVE ANYTHING ABOUT MADINM

WRITTV, IDITW

OR PUBLISHED BY JOHN?

/

NUMME

)

( DESC READ~I

AUrH JOW EDKIT OU

/

+ ISSR JOHN)*

*

26 DOCWmeNTS HAVE BUN SElVTW

*

DO YOU WANT TO SEE Aff?
YES
INDICATE DESn)

Dmomom (AuMna

TIL,

Ec.)

TITLE
*

ACCESSION Nw).

*

TITL:

*

ACCESSION YO. 173

*.

TITL:

*

ACCESSION NO. 506

*

TITL:

Iii

LANGUAGE EXPEIEMZ IN THE TZACH= OF

WDIN"

READING THROUDH P3WICS

READIM3 DIFFICULTIES DUE TO ZYZ DWICTB

WHAT IS THE LANGUAGE ECPERIENCV

/

DEFINE LANGUAGE EXPERIENCE

*

I

UAW EXPERIENCE -

*

AN APPROACH TO READIN

*

PUPIL-MADE MAT

Figure 22

-Dialocus

THAT IS

IAL

2

A

UPON

V!

110.
Fig!Ee 22 (Con't.):

GIVE ME SOME TE1*- THAT ARE SPECIPIC TO
XYZ D

/

T=S.

RELATION (7) EYE DEF=TS
EYE DEFECTS

*

i

-

SPECIFIC lE1N:

MYOPIA, HYFEROPIA, ASTIGMATISM,

CATARACTS
WHAT DOES HYPEROPIA MEAN?

/

DEFINE HYPEROPIA +

*

A CONDITION IN WHICH VISUAL IMAGES COME TO
A

*

FOCUS BEHIND THE RETINA OF THE EYE.

WHAT DOCUMENTS DO YOU HAVE IN THE FELD
OF

EDING

DISABILITIFS WRIVIn IN -EITHER1967 OR 1968?

/
/

1u4m ( DESC READING DISABIITMS

)

&

(

DATE 1967 +

1968)**
4

User A
WHAT

/

~)UEJSDO YOU HAVE CONCEPKIflj RMIM~CION?
NUN=BE

DEC REFIMETION

HOW ABOUT REFRMC'IoM
UU4eE

DESO REMRCTION

*

DIFFRATION.

/

NUt4BR

*
DESC DIFFRACTIoN

N

User B
GIVE MX THE DEFINITION OF REFLECTIONT.

/

~DEFIN REFLCTION
iVW ABOULT REFRAC'1ION?

]

DEFINE REFRCTION
DIFFRACTION

/

~DEFINE DIFMRCrION

Figure 23

-Dialogue

3

identical follow-up reque,ts.

However their pragmatic interpreta-

tions are dependent upon the previous dialogue and thus user A
continues to receive information based upon the NUCER commt.d
whereas user B receives information based upon the DEFINE command.
The strong linguistic basis inherent in Real English is due
to its syntactical grammar.

This grammar is powerful enough to

accept a wide range of syntactical structures and yet flexible
to be changed according to future developments.

An example of

the logical- construction permitted by Real English is
1-n Figure 24.

illustrated

Figure 25 shows several different messages which

would be translated into the same command to extract the documents
written by Jones and at the same time whose subject area is radar,
Such diversity in the structure of user messages demonstrates
the versatility of the Real English system.
ior additional translated user messages, refer to Appendix F.

6.2

Future Research CGais
Future research asrociatrd with this dissertation should

c ::,,pass the areas of gramar evaluation,

influence of a

computr-initiated and directed dialogue on nystem performance,
and pragmatic ambiguity resolvers.

To have a truly uneful information retrieval system with a
natu-al language man-machine interface, the gramar comprising
the acceptable syntactical structures must be shown to handle
the linguistic style of its

users.

re-trieval system, experiments snoui
linf.a.

Using an actual information
be conducted along these

Messages which cannot be properly parsed should be

.13.

WANT THE AUIHOR, DAT; AND TITLE OF ALL MATERIAL DEALI1M WITH
THE AREA OF COSMIC RADIATION WRITTEN BY SCHWARTZ OR ALLEN BUT
NOT ROBSEN AFTER 1966.

Nu1E

( Dsc COSMc RADIATION )&
ALLEN ) t
+ 1969

))

( RoBsE ))
*

AuH

( scHWARTz +

& ( DATE 1966 + 1967 * 1968

AUTH *-, DATE

'I

TITL

**

G: VE ME ANYTHING WRITEN IN THE 1950's ON BOOLEAN AIUEBRA.

NUMBER ( DATE 1950 + 1951 + 1952 + 1953 + 1954 + 1955 +
1966 + 1957

1958 + 1969

Figure 214

)& (DESC

BOOLEAN AWIDRA

Logical Compexity

)*

14.

WHAT DID JONES WRITE ABOUT RADAR?
V{AT HAS BEEN WRIrrEN BY JONF-'q ABOUT
'.IVE ME SOMETHING It

RADAR?

THE AREA OF RADAR BY JONES.

DO YOU HAVE ANYTHfING ON RADAR AUTHORED BY JONES?

WILAT HAS JONES WRITEN ABOUTr RADAR?
PAPERS BY JONES ON RADA.R.
AUPHORED BY JONES ABOUT RADAR.
I WOULD LIKE M'ATERIAL ON RADAR BY JONES.
Li]8T THE PAPERS BY JONES THAT DEAL WITH RADAR.
WJiAT DO YOU HAVE ON RADAR WRTI'rE?

BY JONE?

CCULD I HAVE MATERIAL AbOUT RADAR THAT WAS WRITTEN BY JONES?

11 gure 25
DiesiyOf

,, .c..:3

aU. p-o.

115,

collected and de-Js.ions affectirg their inclusion into the gramar
:h'uld be nade based upon their frequency of occurrence and
relative irportance to the total retrieval service.
The computer initiated and directed dialogue may have two
1) it may affect the linguistic

major effects on system operation:

style of the users, and 2) it may have psychological effects that
may be detriment&I to the mental attitude of the user.

This

dialogue may be usefVI in overall system performance by leading
the user to his next request and thereby detouring him from a

liue of questioning which the pragnatic interpretor is not yet
prepared to handle.

For example,

if the user has received the

n-,nbcr of' doctzces sati&fYiLg his initial SEARCH mode query and

is unaware of the particular information available to him, his
second request may oe something like - 'What do I do now?'

or

'a-,W next''. A dia.logue initiated immediately .fter informing
him of the number of doeu-Pents might lead him to discovering
syzTem eapabiltien tuvl also avoid the above response which the
system may not be able to handle.

On the other hand, constant

interruptions by the system might annoy the user and so act in a
detrimental manncr towmrd system performance.

Experiments should

be performed to achieve the proper balance.
With the bddition of more and more modes of operation, zhe
possibity of prag-atic

mbigtuty increases.

mode system taving The SEAhJii mude.
you have related to rwIAr? w,ich

Consider a one

A query might be:

What do

would be translated into the

number of docurnenta wuloce suujo--t matter is radar.

Also consider

a one mode syste-M Whose mde 3S the RETATION mode.

The same

]
.

query would be translated into & series of word.s or phrase.
associated with radar through one or more relationships.
system had both of these modes,

an ambiguity would oocur which

night be resolved by a man-machine dialogue or by a
of the user.

If a

Such a chart might include,

.rofile chart

for example,

the uxer's

propensity to use certain words or phrases when referring to
particular system modes.

In this way the system could use past

experiences of the user to resolve ambiguities.

A.PPENDIXC A

GENTENCES FROM THE ORAL AND WRIT=ll EXE

ET

AP'PENDIX A
SENENCES FROM THE ORAL AN) WROTEN EXPERIMENTS

I would like to have a A3t of mgazline articlea on thin films.
I would like a list of references on the following subjects:
computer memory elements,

computer stores, thin films, computer

memory design.
Give me anything else that J.

r. Brown wrote.

Give me anything Williams has written.
List all the books which contain information about computer
memories written by D. Siron.
Supply list of books on computer design.
Do you have anything on tbin film reliability?
Whbt are the other books written by William?
Did Jenkins write any other books?
Are there any other books by Nimon?
What about thin film prsics?
Can y-u find anything on thin film manufacturing techniques?
Give me a list of referen, es by the following authors:
W. Evans, S. T. Jenkins, L. Williams.
Supply

'irt of books by D. Simon.

Let me see the references for computer memory design.
Is there anything under memory design logic?
I would like the titles of books written by R. Gray.

A-

D. Simon,
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n ~'the chant~d instruction irLV1

Best Available Copy

oc nocen ary then oc-lfore it

can be correctly executed."

D. Fourth-level response:
"Consider the following sequence of instructions:
Intruction

Position

1

FFTC11 5

2

ADD 6

3

STORE 5

k

GOTO I

5
6

An

1,rEPRIETTVE PROGRAM migb

first translate FETCH 5

into 240(Z ("bring into the accumulator the contents of
nerv-zy position F") and execute the instruction.

Then

it .*ght tianilate STORE 5 into 02005 ("store the
'onten

. of the ?ccwullator in memory position 5") and

rx,rute that instruction,

;';
TO 1 into 32'f,

("o

Finally, it might translate

to the instruction located in

m.-ry position I and execute it").
):'-attc

at r rnos y position 1 is FETCH 5.

"NT'&RMPF, I'T
i

The instruction

PIC',AM ha.-

p..r.!teA~v af'te.;

Because the

carried out all instructions

rcanclacing them, memory position S

now contains a new value whtich will be incorporated
into all further instructions involving it.

If

translation of all instructions had been completed
before any of them had been executed, such a change

would have ,been ignored. Thie demonstrates the major

i

B-3

characteristic of an INTERPRErIVE PROGRAM

--

that

translation of an instruction is performed each time
the instruction is

tc be obeyed.

APPENDIX C

GRAM4MAR ROI7rINES

APPENDIX C
GRAMtAR ROUTINES

A restriction is a series of routines with their argnments

which operate in the tree or any of the lists (grammar, word
[5)

sentence lists)[

dictionary,

.

The restrictions are part of the

grammar and therefore determined by the graimiarians.

However,

the function of the routines in the analyzer program will be described below.

By means of these routines the tree or list

structure may be examined for different properties,
formedness of substructures.
in the machine as a list.
executed in order; if
tion fails.

A restriction is

itself

it

any routine in the list

fails, the restric-

When the restriction is encountered, the machine is

always returns to its

if

it

If

a routine fails, it

succeeds,

it

word);

remains Just where the last routine exited.
also returns to its

starting point or

a different place depending on

Some routines must start at nodes and others at

its function.
words.

If a restriction

starting point (node or list

leaves the machine 'looking at'

list

represented

Each routine in the restriction is

'looking at' either a node or a word in a list.
fails,

e.g. well-

Some can differentiate between the two structures

and those may start at either place.
Some routines (e.g. AND)

have the property of recursiveness,

i.e. during the execution of this routine, a call is again made
to the routine.

Since FORTRAN does not support recursive sub-

routines the recursive routines are put into one subroutine and

C-1

C-2

a pushdown stack is used to store and restore the appropriate
'locations'

needed for the proper operation of these routines.

In this case, the locations are labelled FORTRAN statements.
A detailed slphahetical deseription of the routines will
follow.

In order to avoid unnecessary repetition the routines

will be represented as functions and certain symbols will be used
to describe various details.

Namely:
1)

F(Z) = A routine that returns to its starting point
only if

2)

it fails.

T(Z) - A routine that alweys returns to its starting
point.

3)

The following variables will describe the type of
argument of the routine:
a) a = a symbol
b) y = a restriction list
c) A = a list of symbols al,&2 ,...,an
d) Y = a list of restriction lists yl,Y2,...,yn
e) 0 - no argument
f)

x

=

granmar register (special location available to

the grmmmarian.

It

is used in a restriction for

storing and retrieving nodes or list words.)
I)

The subscripts Vi-V2 attached to a Tor F indicate where
the machine twiO start (V1 position) and where it will
end (V2 position).
a) V

X represents a node

C-3

b)

V - L represents a list word

oi,

V = 0 means that the routine's functioning is
independent of the starting (V1 ) or stopping
(V2 ) point.

Name of Routine

Tprtin

AND

To-o(Y )

Test that all yi's exit +.

FN.L(O )

Th6 current node NS must

ATRB

1.

be atomic.

Therefore, it

corresponds to category S
of the word which matches

NS.

Go to the sUblist of

category B.
2.

FL.L(O)

Go to the sublist of the
current list

3.

FN.L(A)

Perform 1,

word.

then go down the

sublist until an a.

is

reached.

14.

FL.L(A)

Perform 2, then go down the
list,

Until an 06

is

reached.

1
If the operation can be performed, the routine is successful
and exits +; otherwise, the routine fails and exits -.
If
exits
every routine in a restriction y exits +, then y itself
+; if any routine in y exits -, y exits-.

C-i4

Namro
D fI

Routine

Operation
1 . - T ,o( 1& 2, a,3 )

set (if
(if

al

&-1 ) or R eset
1) the a 3 bit

of the halfword represented
by the &2 symbol.

2.

TLL(a1,* 2 )

The computer in looking
at a grammar list.

This

list contains numbers
representing the bits of
the a
(a,
BIT"

I

To o (ala)

1

halfword to be set
) or reset (a,

1

).

Test that the &2 bit of

th

the a, halford is set.
2.

TL.L(9 )

The computer is

looking

at a gramar list.

This

list contains numbers
representing the bits of
the a1 halford that must
set if routine is to pass.
CANDO

To.o(Y)

Test that y can be executed
succes fu3ly.

In BITIN, BITT, SWT, TSET the symbols used e re such as to
yield a number one hundred larger than desired. The numbers
referred to in the description are the numbers after 100
is subtracted.

C-5

Name of Routine

Operation

To

Test whether the current

Too(A)

word has an a, on its
category list.
Go to the place in the

FL.L(A)

CLSBL

present liut that has ma
ai category.

CNM

1.

Test that a symbol in A,

Too(A]A)
1

matches a symbol in A2.
2.

TOo(yA 2 )

Test that t.* following be
done:

Execube y success-

fully.

If y leads to a

node NS form a list A,
consisting of the symbol

S.

If y leads to r list

set the list equal to Ai .
Go to 1.
3.

I. To(y.ry
DNRIT

Do step 2 for A2 .

To.o(AjY)

FH.(O)

2

)

Do step 2, then 3.
Go to the rightmst node,
ont level "below the
cirrout node.

c-6
Mae of Routine
SOperation
DWW

FN.N(AlAeA

3)

Descend to a node

ali

below the current node.
Descent in the following
manner:

(1) Set m = I;

f2) Descend to an Nali m
l-veIs belk

the current

node, scanning from left
to rignt.

If there awe

none, set ma-m+l and go to
(2).

During the descent,

if any node in level -ain
an Na3 1 or is nontransparent do not go below it,
unless it is on Nai.
Exit "-" when a further

descent is no longer possible, either because there
are no more transparent
nodes or because the lowest
node of the tree has beert
reached.
DOWN

Fp.(O)

Co to the node directly
below the current node.

C-7
Name of Rouerane

TM

DOF.(O)

Operation
Go to the node direct y
below the current node.
The node below must have
no node to its right
(except for special process
nodes).

DsqLF

Tj., ((Ylal)
... (Ynvan)

Teat whether all yi'i can
be executtd succesfully:
1. Set i a 1.
2.

Empty all granmmar
registers.

3. Execute yi successfull
and return te the
starting point.
4.
DWTO.

FNF_(A)

Set i = i+l, go to
2.

Go to a node Nai below the
current node using the sarue
manner of descent as DNTRN
except that all nodes are
treated

s if they were

transparent.
2.

F.L(A)

Go to the place in the present list that has an a,
category.

C-8
Ne
DIT

of Routine

T
FLLy)

Operation
The mnchine must be
'lookinj atI the first
option of a list L of
options.

Generate a lintV

Lof options from L in
the
-..

o
Set

o'. e nnt.e,:

i

- 1.

2. Looh at Vie ith uioru
of L (which poits to
t the ith~ option of

No
!stt whether y ew te

executd Suocee,6utRB
3 f Ao o P. .

-,

the ith

wrl of*L in L' IAnd g
to J; if not.
4.

go

.o

If there is ,nnother
cpticn in L sat
£

-

-!+l nMV1 Er- to (2);

if Iot, go to 5.
5.

Look at L'.

It muirt

ha-le at !out otia
optir.

c-9
Rome of ROtnTeW

Operation

UP.O

Test whether the current
node in empty.

l.e.

that

no node in Its o Ibstructure
corresponds to a word of
the sentence.
EXBC

1-

Fp.L(O)

NS is the current node;
N3tl is below it.

;.oi

the string 8.
2.

F..O(RT)

Perform 1, then gLt the
restriction R1 and find

the routine RT on Ri .
Mf is

If

found, execute ita

ar.gumnt; if

RT is

not

found, find the routiac
OLIST and execute its
argmnt
MMF.o(Y)

TCI7"

Exec'.,,e y.

Fo-W(O)

Used in conjunction with
FILLIN.

Go to the norce on

top of the STAZ pu hdown
produced by FLLIN.

If

STAC Is empty, FTM fails.

C-10

Nx

of Pyutine

Operation

FILLIN

TNoF(6i)

For each a, in the substructure of the current
node, place its location

in thc STAC pushdown. If
there are no such nodes,
rILLIN fails.
FrID

1.

FL.LJ(RT)

The present list should be

a restriction list.

Go to

the place in the present
lirt that has the routine
RT.

Look at the argument

of RT.
2.

FN.L(RT)

NS is the current node.
NS

is the node below it.

Look at the restriction

list R i on option Si.
GO to 1.

3.

FL.L(RT(A))

a) Perform 1. If it is
successful, go to b;
otherwise, exit
.
b) Check whether there
is
an aL on the argument list
of RT.

If there is,

exit

+; otherwise, go to 3a) to

C-11

Name of Routine

T

FInD (con't.)

Operation
find 'he next RT on the
restriction list.

I. FN.L(RT(A))

Perform 2. Then go to

3b).
FWTL

FN.L(O)

Go to the place in the
sentence list corresponding to the iord that
was current just before
the current node was
constructed.

GEM

FN.L(O)

The current node must be
a special process node.
At least one node NSik
must be to the left of it.
Generate an option list

T,

so that:
Tl - Sik
T2 =Sik-l and ik
Tk - Oil and S2 and ... Sik
Look at T.

C-=12

Name of Routine

TYPO

IWLY

To.o(yly2 )

Operation
If Y, exits -, IMPLY exits
+; if yl exits +, then
IMPLY succeeds only if

y2

exits +.
INTVL

1.

FN.L(O)

NSij is the current node.
Look at the Jth word of
the option Si.

2.

FtL(O)

The current list word is
pointing to another list.
Go to that list.

IST

1.

TN.N(A)

Is the current node an Na1 ?

2.

TL-L(A)

a)

If the current list

word is an option:

is the

first element in the option
an a,?
b)

If the current list

word is an element of an
option:

is the element

an a1?
c)

If the current list

word is a symbol:
symbol an ai?

is the

C-13
Name of Routine
ITER

Type
1.

FO-()

Operation
Execute y successfully at
least once.

Then keep

executing y until it fails.
2.

Fo-o(yly2)

Execute y1 successfully in
the rolloving manner:
,a) Execute yl.

If it is

successful, ITER exits +.
If it is not successful,
goto b).

b)

Execute y2 . If it in

successful, go to a).

If

it is not, ITER fails.
LASTL

FN.L(O)

NS is the current node.
Go to the place in the
sentence list corresponding
to the word that was
current when NS was completed.

LEFT

FN.N(O)

Go left until the first
node which in not a
special process node is
reached.

C-114

Nam of Rouine

T2

LO0K

Foo(X)

Operation
Go to whatever is stored
in X.
exit

HVOO(A)

If X is empty,
-.

MARK must be retrieved and
its argument A looked at
by FIND.

This enables the

options of a string definition to be assigned
properties which may be
tested by other parts of
the grammar.

There may

be several MARK routines
(for different types of
property lists) in one
restriction.

In that case

A must contain a special
symbol to identify which
type of list it is.

For

example, if the symbol P
identifies a list of prepositions that list may
be obtained by using the
following command:

C-15

_Name of Routine
NE(TAT

Z
'.

FN.N(al)

Operation
Starting at atomic node.
Go to next atomic node
on tree.

2.

F1..N(O)

St-ting at non-atomic
node.

Go to next atomic

node on tree.
NEXTL

1.

FL.L(O)

2.

FNL(O)

Go to the next list word.
is the current node.
Go to the (J+i)-nt word
of option Si .

OATNN()

Is the current node
non-atomic?

NOT

To-o(Y)

If y exits +, NOT exits -;
if y exits -, NT exits +.

-

TEL

ORR

Fo.L(A)

Look at list

Too(y)

The yt's are executed

A.

successively starting with
yl" As soon as any Yi
exits +, ORR exits +.

If

no Yi exits +, ORR exits

C-16
Nam of Routine

Operation

OROTH

F.o(y)

The execution is identical
to ORR.

On completion,

ORPTH remains where the
successful Yj has brought

it.

PARSE

To 0 (O)

War, a parse obtained for
this sentence?

PIACN*

1.

TN-N(O

)

Place EBCDIC representation
of index term for current
node into ARGl

2.

T.(a)

buffer.

The symbol a1 is not the
500th element of symbol
table.

Place this number

into ARGM

3.

TL-L(%1)

buffer.

Tkie symbol a1 is the 500th
element of symbol table.
Place the value of the
current list word into
ARM3

*

buffer.

The symbols al, &2 are such that have the sYmbol table location
of the desired number.

C-17
Name of Routine

PLACE (

't.)

Operaton_

.

T(%,o 2 )

The symbol a, is the 500th
element of symbol table.
Place the value of thea
hal1

FRK%

FL.L(O)

2

rd into ARai.W.

Go to the previous list
word.

RIGHT

FN..N(O)

Go right until the first
node which is not a special
process node is reached.

SCOPE

FN.L(O)

The current node must be
a special process node.
The node N~ik Would have
been attached if the

special process mechanism
had not been interrupted.
Generate an option list T
so that:
T1=Sik
T2-

Bikd

5

~kl

" Bi and Si(k+1)
Tnemk l

Slk

e

•.. and Sin

Look at T.

d

c-18
I%"e of Routine

TM

wTL

FO.L(O)

0peration
Go to the place in the
sentence list correspondina to the first word
of the sentence.

l''1*
1,

To0 o(als

2

)

Set the a, halfwrd to
the value of o2

2.

.

Bt the a, halfword to

TSeL(a)

the value of the current
list

BPe??

FO.L(S)

ord.

Set up a list T (of
options) composed of one
option T1 . T1 is composed
of one element S.

Look

at T.
81DCF

FLL((Yll

)

...

(7na))

This routine m"st be on
the restriction R1 on 81
and it

alws exits +.

It

will either find a substitute set of options for 5,
or leave 8 unchanged.

*

In BITIN, BITT, STT, TSET, the symbols used are such as to
produce a nmber one hundred larger than desired. The numbers
referred to In the description are the nmbers after 100 is

subtracted.

C-19
Name of Routine
g
SPIC? (oo't.)

Operation
1.

set i

2.

Empty

1.

*

1 grammar

registers.
3.
1.

Execute Yi.
If Yi in successful,

the machine is now 'looking
at'

a substitute set of

options.

Ignore the re-

maning routines on R1
And return to PARSE
a 'substitution'
5.

with

signal.

If yi is not success-

ful, get i

u

j+l and go

to 2.
STORE

Too(X)

Store the addresa of the
current node or list wvrd
in X.

SBJR

V.O(Y)

SUBJR must be retrieved
and y executed by E=3C.
y should be the path to
the subject.

TRUB

Too0(O)

Alve"ewdt +.

C-20

Name of

ioutine

TSET*

Operation
To.o(al,& 2 )

Test that the a 1 halford
has the value a2.

UPORK

Ff.ffO)

Go to th& parent node of
the current node.

LFTO

Go to &u Naj above the

FN.N(A)

current node.

umn

)

03rto am

above the

current node; however, do

not gr

above an Mai or &

non-transparent node

umless it is an Na2 i.
VMWR

This is a non-executable

Vo.(y)

routine.

It must be

found and y executed by
EXEC.

y is usually the

path to che verb.
mumLLF

VN.O((yIa

1

)

WE1LF must be retrieved

and its argumaent y
executed by PARSER after
NS is

complete.

Its

* In BITIN, BITM, 8ETT, TSET, the symbols used are such as to
produce a nvber. one hundred larwger than desired. The nuabere
referred to in the description are the numers after 100 is

sbtracted.

I

1

C-21

Name of RoutineTOprto
WELLP (cant.)

argument is executed in
the same manner as that
of DSQIW.

WORDL

FO.()Go

to the place in the
sentence list correspondivig to the current
v.ord W.

'Sf
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APPENDIX D

PRAGMATIC CATEGORI0

N41A

-

indicates general information
data, stuff, material, information

B

-

indicates definite article-type

article(s), book(s), work(s), nuber(u), paper(s),
document(s), publication(s)
42

-

indicates bibliographic noun (used to set bibliographic

command)
date(s), author(s), year(s), editor(s), iuer(s),
title(s), writer(s), abstract(s), co-auztbor(s),
publisher(s), description

N43

-

indicates word sequence type
:ord(s), phrase(s)

N45

-

indicates expansion noun
example(s), illustration(s)

46-

indicates system branch noun

"f4A- tile(s), system(s), library
N46B - thesaurus, lexicon
N46C - dictionary

N47

-

subclass of N41 that may have accession number as a
right adjunct
article(s), number(s), docment(s),

N48-

indicates definition
definition,

eaning

D-1

paper(s)

D-2!

NI49 - indicates synonym
synonym(s)
N53 -indicates

a possessive index term

Smith's, Jones'
BN

indiCates sector designator noun
dWtOW, author(s), year(s), editor(s), issuer(s),
title(s), writer(s), co-author(s), publisher(s)

MVC

-bibliographic

verbs

authored, co-authored, appeared, deal, dated, deals,
dealt, dee.ing, edited, issued, listed, appearing,
dealing, produced, written, pertaining, published
RYC

-relational

verbs

relate, related, relates, relating
TVM

-

thesaurus verbs
begin(s), beginning, start(s), starting

SC

-

iet-command verbs
written, authored, co-authored, published, issued,
edited, produced, write, edit, produce, author, issue,
publish, mean

BV

maes bibliographic comnd verbs
wrote, edited, produced, published, issued, written

APPMNIX E

SE4-VALtU

APP DIX
SN-VALUES

Value

Word

1

written, wuthored, co-authored

2

edited

3

published, Iuued

4

dated

5

concerned

6

entitled

9

characterizeds indexed

20

in

21

on

22

by

23
24

from

25

between

26

during

27
28

before
after

29

under

30

about

31

since

32

earlier

33

arovmd

'

1-2

Vluen

Word

31&

to

35

of

38

as

Is0

prior

51
52

and

53

or

51.

but

55

either

56

neither

5T

both

58

as

60

not

61

only

62

also

63

nor

71

dealing, port aining

72

appearing

73

concerning, regarding,
describing, covering

711

having

1-3
Value*

Wo rd

81file,

library, System

82

that

83

teletype, printer

91

author(s), cO-autbr(.)s vrlter{u)

92yer(),
93

date(s)
title(s)

94
95
96

editor(s)
issuer(s), Pub iiher(.)

field(s), ares(s), topic(s),
subject(s)

,.

97
98

word(s)
Publications, journal(s)

99

interval, period

101
101written,

wrote, write, authored,
co-authored

10,

edited, edit

103

Published, produced, issued, publish
issue, produce. Oo-author

I
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APPENDIX F
SAMPLE Q

1.

IUEES

Give me everything written, edited, or published by Jonel.

NU

R((( AUra JO1

T oNES )) + ( 15R

) +(

JONES))
2.

What is generic to radar?

RELATION (8)

RADAR

-!-

3. Do you have something about radar?
NUBER
4.

**

Give me some synonyms of autombile.
SYN

5.

DESC RADAR

AtLYOBILE

-

What does radar mean?
DEFINE

RADAR

6a. I want anything by Jones.
NU4BER

AUTH

JONES

6b. How about Allen.
NU$ER

7.

1

RADAR

-

What is radar?
DEFINE

9.

ALLEN

I want something related to radar.
RELATION

8.

AtU

RADAR

Give me anything in the thesaurus starting with ABS.

THES/x ABS
10.

Could I have data concerning the theory of salt with sugar?
NUMBER

DESC

THISORY

F-1

SALT

BUG"-

F-2

11.

(,ive me anything on radar and anything on sonar.
NU4BER

12.

DLC

RADAR

Give me everything on either sonar or laser.

DEC ( SONAR ) + ( IMU

NttMB!

)*

13. What books do you have on radart
1JUMER DESC

RADAR

14. What do you have on radar7
NMBER
15.

DESC

RADAR

*

Who has written anything on radar?

RMBER

DXSC

RADAR

AM
A0

16. Define radar.
DEFINE
17.

Wb.6

ha

'4

RADAR

I'

Jones written on radar?

NUtDBER
20.

RADAR

I want radar defined.

DEFINE
19.

4*

Look up radar in the dictionary.

DEFINE
18.

RADAR

(( An!

(DZc RADAR)'

JONES)

Give m the author of documet 110.
YO4 110 "4 AUfH

21.

What have Jones and Allen written about radar?

mJ4KR

(( At~rH

JOND)(ALZ

))&(MC

RADAR)**
22.

WhRt ba Jones written?

Wwsu AMfl JOBS).

_

_

_

__

_

__
_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

_

----

_-~

F- 3

23.

What do you have written by Jones?
NUMBER

24.

AUTH

JONES

I want anything related to wave propagation and time
dependent transforms.
RELATION

25.

WAVE

PROPAGATION, TIME DEPENDENT TRANSFORM S

I want the author and date of publication of documents
110, 120, 130.

110

FORM
26.

120

,

130

* AUTIH ** DATE **

I want the author and date of documents 110, 120, 130.
110 , 120

FORM

27.

,

,

130 *4 AUrH ** DATE

-

Synonyms of radar.
SYN

RADAR **

28a. Documents by Jones.
NUMBER

AUTH

JONES *

28b. And Allen.
NUMBER

AUITH ALLEN

'-

28c. Smith
.INUBER
29.

AUTH

SMITH *

Give me the author, title and issuer of something pertuining
to radar.

NUMBER
30.

RADAR * AUrH

* TITL

IISSR

*

I want the bibliographic information of document 130.
FORM

31.

DESC

130 ** DESC/BIBLIO *

What could I have written by Jones?
NUMER

AUTH JONES

32.

Please give me all of the documents written after 1.950
about radar.
NUM

952 + 1953 + 195

( DATE 1950 + 191+9

+

1955 + 1956 + 197 + 1958 + 1959 + 1960 +

1961 *+1962 + 1963 + 1964 . 1965 + 1966 +
1967 + 1968 + 1969 ) & ( DEsc

33.

Give me everything between AB and AZ in the thesaurus.
THES/BW

34.

)

AB, AZ

Give me anything written in 1950 by either Alan or Smithe.

NMBER ( DATE 1950 ) & ( Aunf( ALAN) *(
35.

UTU

)

I 'mat anything by tvo of the following autbors& Greene,
Holden, Allen, Wills.

WINS (2)
36.

I

AMT GREENE

/

WU/

ALLE/

WILIS

went all the stuff Jones has written.
NMBERu ( AW' JO)NES

37.

Anything by more than two but less than four of the
following terms:

CMBINE

(G2AL)

radar, sonar, laser, maser, pacer.

DSC RADAR / SONAR / I

MA=l / PACER
38.

/

*-

Wlhat is the definition of radar, sonar,, and laser?
WNE

RAWA,

SOUAR, LASER

*

39. What has Jones written, edited or pu1bished about radar?
NMB

(( AWUffJONSS ) +*(( IrTJONES ) *((138
JoRES )))) & ( DEC RADAR )

4O.

Give no any word aromd ST in the thesaru.
TUE/AR

ST'

F°5

41.

I want all that you have on radar, sonar and laser.
n1IHE

42.

RADAR

*

What did Jones edit about radar7

)

**RADAR

By not less than two of the following authors:

Hopay,

NU4BER
14.

generic to,

Give me anything radar is

RELATION (7)
I3.

(( EIT JOS )) & ( DE C

Robbin, Cyde.

Wilson, Pett,

COMBINE (G)

AUTH HOM / WILSON / PT /

ROBBIN / ChE
45.

4

Indexed by more than two of the following terms:
radar,

sonar,

laser, pacer.

COMBINE (G2)

46.

(LAER)

DESC (RADAR &OWA)&

DESC RADAR,

SONAR, LASER,

By two or three of the following:

comm~E

(203)

PACER **

AB, CD, IF.

DLSC AB / CD / HF

*

47. Generic to radar, nonar and laer.

REITION (8) RADAR, SONAR, LASER
148.

I want all the word. that radar, sonar and laser are

to.

;

()Aerc

RFMATIONI (7) RADAR, SON~AR, LASER*
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"THY"~sorttionpresents a prayeatic intorpr ter/ trans I&tor called Real English
to serve AS a natural language mansmechlae comui6dadon interface in a miiiti-mode
on-line information retrieval system.
jiig multi mode feature affords the user a
library-like searching tool by giving him access to a dictionary, lexicon,
thesaurus,
&YAQUYm 118bl.* and clasuification tables expressing binary relations as well as the
document file represeating the field of discourse. The ueer is thereby allowed
greater freedain in seareb strategy. RUal 80glish will 1) 10yatactically analyze a
the

userits mssage by means of a strbg analysis grTAmr to produce a tree representing
9b Intcrre U tionsbips of the grammatical entities compising the message,
Z) use
this tree tegetlir with a praptie grammr to establish the set of
commnds necessary
to fulfill the requsts, said 3) fora the protper syntax for eacb command.
liaurAistic foundation of the syntax analyzer endomr the system with the The strong
poser of
flexibility. As experience shos chat certain m structures occur
and
foe be a part of the system, they may be Incorporated late the systen byaboold therethe grammari
without a major overhaul of the procedures to date.
The user io permitted to phrase
his roqusc in amy convenient form (i.e. doelativis, imperstiee Interrogative,
or
1
fraggmed s"ate*c* referred to to coo erostiemally dependent sentences).
Thus
Imeteaid of placing the user In the difficult position of lewaraing
a new language,
the systes Is given the respensibility of respoading iu and to the
useras language,
I.e. the
menemsbie coaversation In carried
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out in a natural language.
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